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A Corp proposal to establish an ice
cream parlor on the site of the recently
vacated East Campus Bookstore appears highly unlikely, as the Office of
Investment Properties recently offered
to lease the 36th and N Street building

nds
the

to a Catholic bookstore chain.

run-

Investment Properties Director Gary

ore.

Miller expects the Newman Bookstore
to

respond

to

Georgetown’s

leasing

offer “within two weeks.” He added
that “further discussion” on the terms
of the lease would be necessary before
the Paulist Press, which operates the
nationwide bookstore chain, will be
able to accept or reject unequivocally
the University proposal.
Holy Trinity Church, which has ex-

pressed an interest in locating a Catholic bookstore in Georgetown, plans
to aid in financing the project, although

their precise contribution to the lease
remains undecided.
The Corp’s proposal to operate a
year-round

ice

cream

parlor

in

the

building, across the street from

the

Georgetown University Shop, has been
given third priority by the University
in its allocation of the space, after the
Newman Bookstore proposal and a

plan to relocate several administrative
offices to the site. Corp official Jim
Valentino (SBA '85) received a letter
from Investment Properties last week
informing the Corp of the administra-

tion decision.
ov
a
Miller stressed that “the University
is not opposed to the idea of an ice
cream parlor, ” but explained that the
N Street block at 36th Street is zoned
for residential and non-commercial
buildings.

a zoning

variance”

in

order to permit the operation of a
profit-earning enterprise like the Corp’s
parlor “is doubtful,” said Miller, due

by Anne Vallé Schlafly
HOYA

to possible opposition on the part of
Georgetown citizens. The citizens,
according to Miller, might object to
the increased traffic resulting from the
parlor, and almost certainly to Georgetown students being drawn further
off-campus.
Even if the zoning variance were to
be obtained, according to Miller, it
would be “a highly expensive” project.
The University’s attorney for zoning
variances, Norman Glasgow, advised

against trying to obtain the variance
“because of the expense” said Miller.
Georgetown has decided to follow
Glasgow's counsel.
Although Miller questioned ‘‘the

viability of an ice cream parlor as a
year-round operation,” he emphasized
that it is purely “zoning restrictions”
that have jeopardized the Corp proposal, and that the ice cream parlor
would be given, “priority far ahead of
any other commercial proposals.” The

Newman

Bookstore,

because

it is a

religious orgnization operated under
the auspices of the Paulist Press, is

classified as a non-profit business.
Vice President of the Paulist Press
Gus Mandakas said that the Norman

Bookstore “would be honored” to open
a branch in Georgetown, but noted
that because real estate in Georgetown
is so expensive, the University’s leasing
terms will be the pivotal factor in their
decision to open a Georgetown branch.
The University would like to lease
the property “immediately,” according
to Miller, and plans to start collecting
rents from the new occupant by the
end of November at the latest.

%

Georgetown University Hospital may be sold to a private corporation.

Richard Gross, of the law firm Wald,

corporation to control the hospital are

by Theresa Gorski

other alternatives being considered.
Describing the review as “systematic

Assistant News Editor

and healthy,” Houston stated that
Georgetown is investigating the “downside risk of running a hospital in this
environment.”
Other area universities have recently
conducted similar analyses of univer-

The Office of Financial Affairs and
Georgetown University Hospital administrators are currently conducting
an analytical review of the University’s
relationship with the hospital and investigating the possibility of selling the
hospital to a private corporation.
According to George R. Houston,

cording to Houston, George Washington University is close to the actual

The panel, composed of Judges John
Ferran, Gladys Mack, and John Terry,
questioned the lawyers closely on

National

Medical

Enterprises.

sale of its hospital due to “big capital
expenditures.”
:
"The recent reviews of hospital affairs
have been prompted in part by the
establishment of Diagnosis Related
Groups (DRG) by the federal government under the Reagan administration. The DRGs, which went into

The

lease of the land and buildings to an

outside group and the creation of a

The Sadat Scholarship Program will be modeled on
the Rhodes Scholarship program and will be open to
highly qualified Egyptian undergraduates. Students ac-

grateful to Georgetown for putting together this wonderful

it of
ding
rner

in the field of international

relations, diplomacy

hospital

is

divided. Both lawyers asserted
money was not at issue, rather

that
that

GPGU was seeking the recognition
that provided the access to funding. If

pital, while 70%

the University recognized GPGU, fund-

occurs at other area

hospitals.

continued on page 2
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The Class of 1988 last week elected

received

four

from

corporate

forw. |
my
nfi-

bly

hoto by Kevin Ciotta

donors.

Jihan Sadat at the announcement

of the Sadat Endowment.

“We'll play the way we have been
playing. If it works, why change it?”
John Thompson does not plan to
make changes as he begins his thirteenth year as head coach of Georgetown’s men’s basketball team. Thompson, the winningest coach in Georgetown basketball history, remembers
the disappointment of his first 11 years,
however.
“I was disappointed for 11 years,”
the coach recalled. “I used to get sick

watching other people play in the Final
Four. I was so envious and jealous of
them. I wanted to be there. I wanted
to be a part of that.” Last season,
his team

did take

part, reaching

serve

in

the

(GUSA).

The

four freshmen,

all

the

Final Four and capturing that elusive
national championship, although not
without some mistakes.
“I don’t know if I want to publicize

1985?
“I don’t know. I don’t think we look
at the season that way, we never have.
I don’t think that you inherit a national
championship. We have to deal with
the Big East and then the rest. But I

don’t know.”
Big East opponents should provide
the team with plenty of challenges.
“Our first challenge is to try to win the
Big East schedule, the Big East tournament, then deal with whatever happens with the national championship.

St. John’s and Syracuse will be tough.
St. John’s has improved an awful lot.
They were good anyway. Any team
that has Chris Mullins on it is an

outstanding team.” Georgetown’s defense for Mullins and Syracuse's
Dwayne “Pearl” Washington, as well
as the remainder of its Big East and
non-conference opponents, will be just

them, but in evaluating the film over’

that.

the summer, I think we made several
mistakes in the national championship.
I think it’s the team that makes the
fewest mistakes that usually wins.” In
Seattle, it was Thompson’s team which

trademark.
“Most successful

Defense,

a

John
teams

Thompson
are

good

defensively. I haven't seen many teams
win the national championship that
continued on page

victory for me because of my size and
everything. It’s a sign of being accepted

by my classmates.”
The four elected representatives will
each be appointed to serve on one
GUSA committee and will be required

made the least mistakes. But can his
team repeat as NCAA champs in 1984-

HOY A Sports Editor

utes

to

students in the College of Arts and
Sciences, are: Newell Augur, Cary
Brazeman, Mike Cantin, and Libby
Carty.
The candidates are extremely enthusiastic about their victories, particularly
Cantin, who declared, “It’s a personal

by Joe Di Leo

that

representatives

Georgetown University Student Assem-

John Thompson

rip).

Hoya Basketball Coach John Thompson.

the

their training takes place at GU Hos-

HOYA

According to Healy, Georgetown University hopes to
fully fund the Sadat Memorial within a year.

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

him,

town medical students, as only 30% of

and

An Interview with

|
|

to

by Mary Carroll Johansen

conflict, including the Middle East, and to draft recom-

|

According

not vital to the education of George-

whether GPGU is seeking recognition
or funding and if those issues can be

Elected

mendations for peaceful resolution of these confrontations. The seminar will meet on a yearly basis,
Pledges and gifts totalling approximately $500,000

{i

been university-owned.

GUSA Reps

of Georgetown’s five undergraduate schools.
The primary objective of the Sadat Seminar on World
Peace will be to foster discussion of critical areas of

eth,

Hospital

Freshmen

cepted into the program can pursue their studies in any

been

Stressing that Georgetown

|3

to hold three office hours every week,
though as Cantin stated, “My room is
my real office. If people have questions, they can always come in.” He
added, “That’s what the job is about—
helping people.”
Augur echoed/Cantin’s thoughts and
said, “Here, a lot of what you're doing
is service. Office hours are a prime
example.” Serving as a representative,
he continued, “is an opportunity to get
involved in what's going on and get
some input in decisions that have been
made.”
Brazeman commented, “I worked
hard and it paid off, but I couldn’t

have done it without a lot of help, and
I'm very thankful to the people who
helped me.” He is excited about serving
his fellow freshmen and added, “If the

four of us work together we ought to
be able to do a lot.”
Carty was unavailable for comment.
Of the original 13 candidates who
filed to run, 12 remained on the ballot

on election day. Just over 700 votes
were cast, which prompted GUSA
President Paul Evert (SES '86) to comment, “The voter turnout was very
good considering the election ran free
of major controversy. I am pleased
about both of these facts.”
Evert did note one peculiarity

this year’s freshmen
unusual item...was

nN

in

elections. “The
the election of

three candidates from New North.” He

added, “New South is traditionally a
stronger voting bloc among freshmen.”

:

the

and University Treasurer, the review
is aimed at analyzing the hospital's
status quo. As part of the analysis,
administrators are examining the possible sale of the hospital to an outside
group to run for profit, such as the
Hospital Corporation of America or

The main feature of the Sadat Memorial will be the

already

Wilson,

position of endorsing” GPGU, he said.

me.”

have

Charles

sity’s budget. Houston also mentioned
that the review is investigating why the
hospitals connected with such universities as Harvard and Yale have never

conflict resolution.

Ashraf

response,

hospital from the university and, ac-

for Financial

the GU Department of Government; a scholarship pro-

were

In

Affairs

Vice-President

gram for Egyptain students; and an annual World Peace
Seminar.

at the press conference

hospital stay.

“The Univesity cannot put itself in the

of Foreign Service and the Institute for the Study of
Diplomacy. The professorship will be held by a scholar

present

“the University has promised to maintain its secular standing” by accepting
federal funding.

poses about one-third of the Univer-

national Peace, established in cooperation with the
Egyptian government, will consist of three main components: a professorship in International Relations within

Also

establish fixed payments

Houston added that the hospital com-

tive effort by the Department of Government, the School

Ghorbal, Egyptian ambassador to the United States, and
Jihan El Sadat, widow of Anwar Sadat.
“On behalf of President Mubarak, Egypt is most

DRGs

based on the diagnosis of a patient’s
illness rather than by the length of his

of Maryland has already separated its

The Anwar El-Sadat Memorial Endowment for Inter-

leaders,” he continued.

The

of any burden on the University’s free
exercise of religion,” which he called a
“pretext.” Furthermore, he said that

sity-hospital relations. The University

Sadat Professorship in International Relations, a coopera-

scholarships as we can, and to endow the annual seminar
with sufficient funds to guarantee participation of world

Duff
the

effect in October 1983, limit a hospital’s reimbursements by the government under the Medicare program.

lawyer representing the University,
equated recognition with endorsement.

The Georgetown University Board of Directors announced last Friday the dedication of a memorial to
Anwar El-Sadat, the late Egyptian President.

at last Friday's press conference. “Our purpose is to fund
professorship at $1.5 million, to fund as many endowed

rer.

on behalf of GPGU for the appeal,
argued that by recognizing and not
endorsing GPGU, “there is no showing

is in “good physical and fiscal shape,”

Mrs. Sadat added, “With your efforts, my husband's
dream will become a reality. This is very rewarding for

“To date approximately $500,000 has been raised,”
stated University President Rev. Timothy S. Healy, S.J.

en's
ng’

statute that forbids discrimination on

Harkrader and Ross, which intervened

Georgetown Hospital Sale Considered
HOYA

Sylvia Bacon of the D.C. Superior
Court. She upheld the University’s free
exercise of religion claim to be exempted from the D.C. Human Rights
the basis of sexual orientation.

memorial for our late president,” said Ghorbal.

News Editor

Photo by Mahin Kooros

Administration Conducts Review

Sadat Endowment at GU Announced
HOYA

Editor

Oral arguments were heard Wednesday in the appeal of the Gay People of
Georgetown University v. Georgetown
University lawsuit before a three-judge
panel of the D.C. Court of Appeals.
GPGU
is appealing the decision
handed down a year ago by Judge

i

by Skip Horne

Viewpoint

Photos by Mahin Kooros

Newell Augur (top), Cary Brazeman
(center), and Mike Cantin (bottom)

|

:

NCEIS Receives Grant

“Isn’t funding

tied to

recognition?” He suggested that the
University disclaim GPGU, while treating it finanically like any other student
club. “Who's going to perceive that

there's some

been tolerated at Georgetown
the women’s groups.

Although the question that Georgetown discriminates against homosexu-

kind of endorsement?”

he asked and answered
endorsement was only
tion” by the University.

among

als was decided in the lower court and
was not appealed, the issue arose in an

himself that
‘“self-percep-

amicus brief filed by Washington law-

Indian Summer Delays

The National Center for ExportImport Studies (NCEIS), a non-profit
international trade research center at
Georgetown University, has received
a one-year grant from the Department

Dean William Schuerman, a key
witness for the University in the ori-

a phone, and use of the mailing list of
Georgetown students.
Another major argument discussed

ginal

determining

turned

yer Art Spitzer. Wilson used the brief
to say that Georgetown does not dis-

away

arguments that the issue at stake was
funding. “This is not a case about
money, but access,” he said. He defined

the tangible

rights

that

GPGU

First Amendment claim. Gross noted
that the University recognized Jewish
and women groups that advocate prac-

contrary ;to

Catholic

sexual, but only “discriminates against
their advocacy.”

was

was the University’s consistency in its

tices

criminate against the individual homo-

Church

doctrine.

Wilson responded to the recognition

trial,

said

after

the

trial,

“I'm

puzzled by what went on here today.”
He discounted Ferran’s suggestion of
funding without endorsement by saying
“we

take

our

student

activities

pro-

gram seriously.”
Gross, however, was pleased with
the outcome. He said later that “I
thought that Georgetown had some
difficulties.”

products,

volumes,

of the buildings, said Saulnier,

while other buildings are still being air conditioned.

mar-

Physical Plant monitors weather patterns in the Washington, D.C. area, yet
“it is difficult to respond to radical changes in the weather” because of the
time-consuming changeover process from chilled water to steam.
“Hopefully, [the heat] will be turned on in a couple of weeks. In the
meantime, however, not turning the heat on helps cut down on our utility

£

bills,” added Saulnier.
.

7

.

King Holiday To Be Observed

4

novative program at Georgetown, saying, “As far as we know, this is the first

The first day of classes for the spring semester will be Thursday, January
17, instead of Wednesday, January 16.

time that an educational institution
has ever attempted to form a trading
company. This project will teach us a
great deal about the process of forming
an ETC and about the practice of

The Executive Vice Presidents and the Vice President for Administration

on the knowledge we gain to businesses

recently announced that Tuesday, January 15 will be a University holiday for

ik

:

This year the District of Columbia will celebrate the Martin Luther King

1

Michael Czinkota, NCEIS Chairman
Because NCEIS is a non-profit or-

holiday January 15. Registration will thus be held Monday, January 14 for
seniors and juniors and Wednesday, January 16 for sophomores and freshmen.

I
y
J

:

Photo by

perfectly with our efforts to establish a

whether it will be allowed

the business, academic,

to how

the

ETC

will

operate

trade.

NCEIS was established at Geri

trading

private corporations and foundations
that established it.

university-

American businesses.”
What will become of this

English

to actuslly

company at Georgetown once it is
developed has yet to be determined.

government-sponsored,

coordinated project that will benefit

3

and

town in 1981 and though affiliated
with the University’s School of Business Administration,it operates autonomously under the auspices of the

a

adapted by Hugh Wheeler
“music by Leonard Bernstein
Lyrics by Richard Wilbur
Stephen Sondheim

fe

Pro

:

essor Babb

:

Speaks to D.C. Youth

ake

Valerie Babb, Assistant Professor of English at GU, will be participating in
a program designed to inform D.C. area high school students about the
benefits of a liberal arts education. The program is sponsored by the
American Association of Colleges’ Council for the Improvement of Liberal
Education.
The project involves visits by faculty members from 11 area colleges to 19
high schools in the D.C. area to discuss with students their option to pursue a
liberal education. If successful, the project will be extended to include high
schools across the United States.

According

to Irving Spitzberg, Jr., Executive

Director of the Council,

“This project initiates a school/college partnership to strengthen the liberal
arts by sharing the excitement of the arts and sciences with students who will
be making choices for their future and ours.”
. Babb will be speaking to a twelfth grade English class at Duke Ellington

John LaTouche

Georgetown students will be able to exercise their right to vote in a
campus-wide mock presidential election, to be held Wednesday, October 31

Saturday, October 27
8 pm
Stage II Poulton Hall
$4.00

from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Voters will choose from Reagan/Bush, Mondale/Ferraro
or their favorite write-in candidate.
“We're going to run it just like last year’s spring GUSA election,” said
GUSA President Paul Evert (SES ‘86). Polling stations will be the ICC
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31. In her discussion with the students, Babb hopes to demonstrate how a
college class is taught. She also plans to lecture to them on a poem by

Mock Election Planned

Friday, October 26

:

High School for the Performing Arts, located at 35th and R Streets, October
Langston Hughes.

Tickets

!

Mabin Rooros

:

ganization there is a legal question as

link between

=

academic and staff members. All offices on the Main Campus will be closed.

and other universities.”
“This project,” he continued, “fits in

and government communities. This is

CANDIDE

everyone will roast.”
Heat has already been turned on is some

kets and capital needs for the ETC.
Czinkota commented on this in-

international trade. We can then pass

Mask and Bauble Presents Voltaire’s

“With the 75° weather we've been having, if we turned the heat on now,

Dr. Michael Czinkota, Chairman of

discriminated against as organizational
rights, access to SAC funds, an office,

lawyer Gross

Heating in the dormitories was originally scheduled to be turned on over a
week ago but, according to Physical Plant Executive Director Jean Saulnier,

of Education to develop a prototype
‘export trading company (ETC).
NCEIS and assistant professor in the
School of Business Administration
(SBA), will work with a small group of
graduate SBA students to establish
and direct the operations of the ETC.
According to Czinkota, this entails
going through the ETC certification
process, obtaining export licenses, and

GPGU

Dormitory Heating Schedule

tp.

saying,

HOY A Staff Writer

NY

point,

by Megwin Finegan

TTI

2

be denied at a later date,

which could start another lawsuit.
Ferran, however, questioned this

EY

—

ing could

of Jewish groups by saying that the
“Catholic Church recognizes other
faiths to be carriers of faith.” He also
said that direct advocacy of either
abortions or birth control has never

1

at

continued from page
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PIEDMONT'S 507% OFF COLLEGE FARE.
Face it, your learning years are not your prime earning

years. But don't let that stop you from moving off campus.
Through February 28,1985, you can fly anywhere
Piedmont flies for half oe To LA and New York. And to all
kinds of hot spots and hometowns in between.
Whats the catch?Well, you must be under 26 and have
avalid student ID Read the fine print below for restrictions.
Piedmont’ 50% Off College Fare More proof that our
commitment to higher education is not just a lofty ideal.

LL FHELY
TTL TT STRUM TES
Non-refundable, round-trip tickets must be purchased at least seven days before travel. Not available all day Friday or
Sunday after 1:00 pm. Holiday travel restrictions apply. Call your travel agent or us at 1-800-251-5720.
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Attendance Down This Year

by Mark Landler
Despite a 42-0 Hoya foootball defeat
at the hands of Johns Hopkins University, ‘Alumni Program. Director Kate
Riahi remarked that the Twentieth
Annual Homecoming Weekend “went
very smoothly.”
Riahi noted that attendance was

down somewhat from last year’s Home-

coming. This Riahi ascribed to the
1984 Homecoming being held on a
regular weekend, unlike last year’s
Homecoming, which was held on a

Alumni Program Director Kate Riahi.

long weekend. Riahi was also pleased
with the extent of student participa-

McGovern, Hatch to Debate
HOYA

Questions

News Editor

Former Presidential candidate George
McGovern (D-SD) and Senator Orrin

Hatch (R-UT) will discuss the upcoming November election in an “Election

Debate '84.” The October 29 debate
will cover a variety of election year
issues such as foreign policy, social

HOYA

Alpha

from

the Georgetown Program Board, as
being a major factor behind the success
of Homecoming.
During a “wrap-up” meeting to be

during the week-long contest. Last year’s proceeds went

House next week,

the staff will review Homecoming

The official Ugliest Person on Campus (UPOC) is that

of donations

to the Father Daniel Powers Scholarship Fund and cystic
fibrosis. This year, however, all proceeds will go to the
_ candidate’s favorite chairty, subject to the approval of
APO.
Eleven campus “uglies” vied for the UPOC title last
year. The winner, Jim Sullivan (CAS '84), rallied the
residents of Second New North, where he was a Resident

in

an effort to “refine and expand it,”

according to Riahi. “Nothing new” of
substance has been planned for future
Homecoming weekends as of yet, said

by Phil Reilly (CAS ’82), a former
member of the GU track team. The
lottery, awarding a dinner at 1789 to
the person guessing most closely the
score of this weekend's football debacle, was won by a yet unnamed individual who predicted a Johns Hopkins
rout of 31-0 over Georgetown.

Lecture Fund, College Republicans,
College Democrats, and Young Americans for Freedom, will be held in
Gaston Hall at 8:00 p.m.

service fra-

person who collects the highest amount

audience, and each candidate will have
the opportunity to respond to each
the

Georgetown’s

ment, the Yates Field House staff and

event on’ Saturday morning, was won

by

(APO),

ternity, will once again sponsor its annual “Ugliest Person
on Campus” fundraiser October 29 to November 2.

the

question.
i
The debate, co-sponsored

Phi Omega

News Editor

She cited the participation of a number of University and student departments, specifically the Athletic Depart-

Assistant, to come up with thousands of votes on the last
day of the contest to win.
The sponsorship of candidates by various campus
organizations will continue this year. Last year, such
groups as Residence Life, Student Government (now
GUSA), Protective Services, and both campus newspapers fielded candidates.
Quin Hillyer (CAS 86), HOYA Contributing Editor,
will once again run a hard-nosed campaign to win this
year’s UPOC contest. Hillyer last year staged a dramatic

The 8K Race, which was a major

will be fielded

Ty

by Skip Horne

Riahi.

the two participants.”

by Skip Horne

tion, particularly the number of students who offered their services as volunteer workers, in the organization of
the weekend events.

held at the Alumni

Gh

' APO Sponsors Popular Ugliest Person
on Campus Contest

Riahi Praises Smooth Homecoming
HOY A Assistant News Editor

TA

The HOYA, Page3

/

Vote for The HOYA's Quin Hillyer. He's ugly.
this year,” said Hillyer, “and finding a charity worthy of

the contest.”
The UPOC

comeback in the last minutes of the contest, surging from

eighth place to fourth place, only to fall short of first
place by about 200 votes.
“I'm looking forward to running away with the contest

contest is the main fall fundraising event

organized by APO. It originated in the early 1960s as the

Ugliest Prof on Campus and later evolved
Ugliest Person on Campus contest.

into

the

concerns and the economy.

“This confrontation

is particularly

Madden, Former English Professorand Joyce Scholar, Dies

exciting in that the two participants
are ideological opposites,” said GU
Lecture Fund Chairman Joseph Anderson (SES '86). “In listening to their
views, members of the audience will
gain a very clear sense of what each

their

Kevin J. Madden, a former Professor

The format will follow that of the

of English at Georgetown University,
died of a heart attack October 10 at
his Washington home.

differences lay,” he continued.
Presidential debates, with statements
and rebuttals, but will not have a panel

Madden, 44, taught courses on W.B.

of journalists to direct questions to the

Yeats and James Joyce at Georgetown
from 1964 to 1967 and again from 1970

participants.

Anderson, moderator of the debate,
commented, “We have
care to assure that the
maximum opportunity
through our innovative

taken special
audience has
to participate
format. With-

out a formal panel asking questions,
many more people will have access to

and he took a lot of time with our
work,” said Kate Abbott (SLL '85),

who had Madden as an English professor in her freshman year. “He was
warm and had a good sense of humor,”

OKTOBER 27, 1984
George McGovern,
Dakota Senator |

former

South

Will you be in D.C. over Thanksgiving or
Christmas Break?
Earn extra money at

THE ALTHLETES FOOT
Georgetown Park
Call Bob or Joanne at 965-7262

DELTA

where

to 1983.
He was known “for his love of
Ireland and Irish literature,” according
to Professor of English Paul Betz.
“He was very good with his students,

SATURDAY

the best colleague I could have hoped
for.”
Madden, a native of Green Isle,
Minnesota, was president and founder
of the James Joyce Society of Washington and had been co-editor of the
Poet Lore for the past five years.
The University has scheduled a memorial mass for Madden November 10
at 10:00 a.m.’in Dahlgren Chapel.

she added.
“There are two things I remember

[about Madden] that will always stay
with me,” said James Slevin, Professor
of English and Department Chairman.
“He was one of the most remarkable
teachers I've ever seen.”
Slevin continued, “He was a wonderful man who made my life so much
more meaningful . .. he was probably

7:00 PM
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Sunday, October 28

POINTS
Convert your foreign language skills to an
all-pro career at the National Security
Agency.
If you're a graduating foreign language
major who's looking for an opportunity to
apply your proficiency in a highly professional
work environment, you owe it to youself to

1
dL

opportunity.

Salaries at NSA

are competitive

and

are

commensurate with qualifications. Moreover,

As an NSA linguist, you will work on a wide
range of assignments involving translation,
transcription and analysis/reporting
that contribute to the production
of vital foreign intelligence

you will have all the additional benefits of
federal employment, United States citizenship

You can counton receiving

advanced training in your
primary language(s) along
with many years of
continued professional
growth. There are
opportunities
to travel
and to enjoy the
numerous cultural,
recreational and
educational advantages of being
home-based in one
of the most exciting

gai

~ ¥¥

is required for all NSA career positions.

So don’t compromise your talent.
Convert your language skill
‘into something much more
by scheduling an interview
with the National Security
Agency through your
college placement
office. If that is not
possible, you may
write the National
Agency, Attention:

(1st FL., Copley Hall)

;

)

“God's Church is Always Reforming”
Rev. Dr. Bruce Epperly, preaching

CATHOLIC

growth regions of the 1980's, the Baltimore/
Washington metropolitan area.
If you are proficient in a Slavic, Near Eastern
or Asian language, the National Security
Agency offers you an all-pro career

St. William Chapel

10:30 a.m.

|

consider the National Security Agency (NSA).

information.

Reformation Sunday

ry
|

Sunday, October 28

Thirtieth Sunday of the Year

be
K

2

nd

Dahlgren Chapel
Sat. 5:15 p.m. Vigil
Rev. J. Redington, S.J.
9:45 a.m. Rev. R. Rokusek
7:00 p.m. Rev. C. Beirne, S.J.
11:00 a.m. Rev. R. Davis, S.J.
10:00 p.m. Rev. J. von Arx, S.J.

Rev.
12:15 p.m. Rev.
Copley Crypt:
St. William:
St. Mary:

W. McFadden, S.J. 11:15 p.m. Rev. J. Hall, S.J.
W. Burghardt, S.J.
9:30 a.m.

Rev. P. Cioffi, S.J.

10:30 p.m. Rev. J. D. Freeze, S.I.
11:00 p.m. Rev. R. Baumiller, S.J.

Feast of ALL SAINTS, Thursday, November 1, a Holy Day of
Precept. Masses in Dahlgren Chapel: 8:00 a.m., 12:10 p.m., 5:15 p.m.,
8:00 p.m. Misa en Espanol, 10:30 p.m., 11:15 p.m.
* %kk %

Be sure to sign up for the next SEARCH retreat, November 9-11, Blue
Ridge Summit:
* % * Rk

M322, Fort George

All Souls Day, Friday, November 2, MASS FOR DECEASED
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF, 12:10 p.m., Dahlgren Chapel.

G. Meade, Maryland
20755.

“ON THE DEVELOPMENT

* kh ®

TIES

IN

BRAZIL,”

OF CHRISTIAN

a lecture

by

Ms.

Crueza

BASE COMMUNIMaciel,

Monday,

October 29, 4:15 p.m., ICC 211B, sponsored by Campus Ministry and
the Woodstock Center.
* kk ®

“HALLOWEEN

is a festival that, in one form or another, is older

than Christianity. From earliest times, when the cold and darkness of
autumn began to take hold on the earth and the air, folks began to
think about death, about the dead. The church, when it announced

the good news of Jesus Christ, found a new spirit for these autumn
rites. The festivals of All Saints and All Souls and the whole keeping
of November as a time of prayer for the dead came about this way.”
(Gabe Huck, A Book of Family Prayer).

On Campus
Recruiting Date:
Nov. 8, 1984

kk

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
An Equal Opportunity

Employer.

RR

To memorialize our beloved dead in our daily prayers a book will be
kept in Dahlgren Chapel in which you are invited to inscribe their
names. During November please pray for those who have gone before

us.
kh

kd

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ANY OF THE ABOVE
Call Campus Ministry, 114 Healy, 625-3022.
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Canada’s Bear of Beer

is here!

|

Down from the North Woods of Canada comes

|

Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.

An authentic Canadian lager—naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!

:
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CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by Van Munching & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
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GW Prof Looks at Corruption
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Speech by Victim Highlights Events
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by Joe DiLeo
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HOYA

Sports

Editor

Adlai E. Stevenson once remarked,
“Money has always bought influence
in politics, but it was not until the end
of television and, paradoxically, the
‘reforms’ of the seventies that money
took over politics.”
In a presentation entitled “Corruption in Washington” Monday evening
at Georgetown, internationally known
sociologist and George Washington
University Professor Amitai Etzioni
spoke about what Stevenson terms

“a fundamental weakness of our politics.” Etzioni, senior advisor to the
White House during the Carter administration and founder of the Center for
Policy Research in New York City,
described the basis of his fourteenth
and newest book, Capital Corruption:
The New Attack on American Democracy, as ‘the corruption of the
American political system.”
Concerned about the integrity of

politics in Washington, Etzioni undertook a study of corruption in government. His study led him to conclude
that money controls a large amount
of our nation’s politics. “When I talk

about corruption,” he explained, “I
don’t mean little things like someone
receiving a free trip to Hawaii, which
may titillate the media and, as a result,

“Stop Torture Week” Scheduled

divert attention from much more serious business. The corruption which
I am talking about is the corruption

HOYA

cause they're beholden to special in-

HOYA

The Second

News Editor

Precinct has reported

that the annual Halloween in George-

town

celebration

will

be

held

only

October 31. Captain Rod Murray of
the D.C. Police Department said,
“We're geared up for it with extra
manpower.” He added that Wisconsin
and M streets will be blocked off if
necessary for the safety of pedestrians.
Murray stressed that the streets will

not, however, be blocked off either
the weekend before or the weekend
after Halloween, and that anyone venturing down to Wisconsin and M will
find “business as usual.”
On campus, GU Dining Services is
sponsoring “The First Hoya Pumpkin
Carving Contest for Charity.” Accord-

terest groups [political action committees or PACs],” which contribute large

sums for campaign funding and expect
favoritism in return.

two

Abolition

Inter-

on torture

. victims and documenting events surrounding the victims’

harsh treatment.
O’Grady’s slide presentation and lecture, which will be
held Tuesday, October 30 at 7:00 p.m. in ICC 103, will
focus on the medical effects and methods of torture.
Shin-Bom, a 34 year old South Korean who sent six of

of Torture”

During his incarceration, Shin-Bom suffered continuous

reelection. Members of Congress especially are dependent on the funds of

tortured, and to raise funds for Amnesty International’s
research and documentation, much of which leads to
private intervention in individual cases. Chapter President
Dionne Rousseau commented, “We've never had anything
as focused as this before,” at Georgetown.

beatings and was denied any medical treatment for the

special interest groups,” for their campaigning, Etzioni claimed.
A recent Wall Street Journal article
backed up Etzioni’s charge, noting that

“politicians of both parties still lean
heavily on the rich, and that despite a
legal limit of $1,000 per election on
individual donations, well-heeled fundraisers still get credit. for delivering

hefty

sums

to their

favorite

candi-

dates.”

Photo by Jenny Tenking

Amitai Etzioni, Professor of Sociology at George Washington University

ing to John Wolfle, District Manager, a
donation of $5 will be accepted for

Sursum Corda will once again escort
inner-city youth around campus for

each pumpkin picked up for carving
by students. The 200 pumpkins purchased by Dining Services should gross
$1000 for the Hospice of Northern
Virginia.
First prize is dinner for two at the
Third Edition, while second prize is
two tickets to the GU/American Uni-

dorm to dorm trick or treating. The
children will visit the New South, New

North,

Copley,

Darnall,

and

Harbin

dormitories Tuesday, October 30, from
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

resulting spinal damage. In part through Al's support, he
was granted a presidential pardon in December, 1982.

Shin-Bom now lives in the Washington area and is a
senior fellow at the Center for Developmental Policy.
Appearing with Shin-Bom will be Mike Jendrzejczyk,

ATs USA section coordinator for the “Campaign for the
Abolition of Torture.” Jendrzejczyk will place Shin-

In a fundraising effort, Amnesty International members
will be selling raffle tickets for a $100 gift certificate for
beer, wine and food at Wisemiller’s.

Key speakers for Al's “Stop Torture Week” are Dr.
Kevin O'Grady and Lee Shin-Bom. O'Grady, a specialist
in internal medicine and a member of the UCLA

Write HOYA News

NITEWRITER
The

Light

PEN

That

Writes!

STUDENTS
DOCTORS
INSOMNIACS
NIGHT WORKERS

YOUR NATION

1S? Or are you still waiting for somebody
to tell you? USA TODAY, The Nation's
Newspaper, will tell GU student/faculty
where the nation is and where it’s going for
a special reduced rate of only 25¢ a day.
For campus subscriptions, sign up at the
GU Bookstore or Sell Lesiey Hall at

Wed.'s: 12 to 5
Sat.’s: 9 to 2

in ICC 108.

Bom’s testimony in the larger context of the political and
reports of torture. It also urges strict enforcement of
restrictions on the export of crime control equipment
international practice of torture.
A candlelight vigil on Healy steps will open the week’s
that could be used for torture.
activities at 8:00 p.m. Monday evening. Tables on Healy
Amnesty International is calling on all governments to
lawn Tuesday through Thursday will provide information
implement a 12 point program for the prevention of
torture, including: limits on incommunicado detention, ° on torture and materials for writing letters, and underscore
the GU chapter's aim of “educating students,” as to the
elimination of secret detention centers, independent
extent of human rights violations worldwide, according
investigation of reports of torture, and compensation and
rehabilitation for victims.
to Rousseau.

from Dining Services in New South.
DO YOU KNOW WHERE

the last ten years in prison, will share his personal
experience of torture Thursday, November 1 at 8:00 p.m.

ATs “Campaign for the Abolition of Torture” has
received widespread attention both in the US and abroad.
President Reagan signed a congressional resolution October 4 that encourages US diplomatic missions to act on

versity basketball game. Additional
rules and regulations may be obtained

EACH TICKET

Batteries, bulb & extra ink cartridge included.

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

+ The High-tech/Hands-on
All-New PhotoShow. Over
00,000 in equipment to see
and use. See revolutionary
new 8mm video, talking
cameras, laser/computer
SFX photo technology, and more!
Live models to pose for you.
Over 1,000 photos in world’s largest gallery.

FREE

Only $9.95 ppd.:

Paul Dennis Associates

516 North St. Dept. H-1
Teaneck,

Perfect

7TH ANNUAL D.C. PHOTOSHOW

home library
fine stationery # classic desks, bookcases
new, old desk accessories # vintage paper collectibles
Victorian magnifiers in silver
pens, pencils, inks

Oct. 25-28

Washington Convention Center (enter H St. at 10th)
Thurs: 4-9pm; Fri. 2-9pm; Sat. 11am-8pm; Sun. 11am-6pm

TODAY'S ASSIGNMENT
RESEARCH OUR INCREDIBLE SAVINGS

07666

a special shop
for your

See it all for the lowest price ever: $3.00

Organized by the D.C. Federation
of Farmers & Consumers Markets, Inc.
Information call: 678-0610

NJ

Pap ers, unc.

Take the PQ Test on our Computer. + Camera Check-up Clinic
- Seminars & Demonstrations - Video Theaters

and flowers

Na

for the

Amnesty

on behalf of “prisoners of conscience” who have been

greens, tomatoes, raspberries

ANG,

“Campaign

with

examinations

interest groups to foot the bill for their

Featuring: Hand-pressed Cider,

ne

year

works

medical

“What [Congressional, Senatorial,
and Presidential candidates] have been
doing increasingly is turning to special

baked goods, eggs, apples, pears,

(me wd

Assistant News Editor

of Medicine,

performing

launched by Al in April, 1984, to take steps to end the
practice of torture by world governments.
The purpose of the event is to disseminate information
on the practice of torture, to write letters to governments

GORDON SCHOOL FARMERS’ MARKET
Gordon School Playground 35th and "T" St, N.W.

AML

national

The Georgetown chapter of Amnesty International
(AT) will hold its “Stop Torture Week” Monday, October
29 through Tuesday, November 1. This event is part of a

Spook Scoop: Halloween E vents Planned
by Skip Horne

Department

by Mark Landler

which does not allow our public policy
makers to discharge their duties be-

3251 PROSPECT ST., NW
342-7301

GEORGETOWN COURT
MON.-SAT. 10-6

Everything you need for
HALLOWEEN!
ELSIE

CLL SITS,

costume accessories

party goods
decorations

A. Texas Instruments TI-55-11 Calculator. LCD
slide rule calculator with 108 advanced func-

C. Panasonic Desk Lamp. Fluorescent lamp
for superior lighting. Ultra stable base. 1372"

tions and interactive digital integration tech-

high.

niques as a preprogrammed sub-routine. Batteries included.
SALE $27.90
227 49C Reg. Low Price $29.90

492 58A Reg. Low Price $29.90

B. Canon TP-7 Printing Calculator. Mini
handheld 8-digit printing calculator with LCD

ing. Automatic centering, underlining, carriage
return and built-in 15-character LCD display.
International keyboard and built-in calculator.

display. Memory, percent and square root

functions. Uses 4 “AA” batteries included or
optional AC adapter.
224 24C Reg. Low Price $19.90

SALE $17.90

AD ON8
XIN

SALE $24.90

/

SE

SAD o>

Produces near letter quality dot matrix print-

Computer compatible. Uses 4 “D” batteries (not
included) or AC adapter included.
SALE $239.50
442 43K Reg. Low Price $258.90

Sale prices effective thru November 2nd 1984

The first place for value.

W.Bell & Co.
Georgetown: 1220 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. (near M St.)
Washington: 18th & L Sts., N.W.
Rockville: 12401 Twinbrook Pkwy.
White Oak: 11130 New Hampshire Ave.
Lanham: 7933 Annapolis Rd.
Tyson's Corner: 1991 Chain Bridge Rd.
Springfield: Springfield Mall
Falls Church: 435 S. Washington St.
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D. Brother EP-44 Personal Electronic Printer.

Telephone: (301) 881-2000
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Editorials
Nes:

TheiHova

The Good(s) LL

UHM... UH...
.. WELL ... THAT...

A spectre is haunting campus, and it’s not
just a Halloween phenomenon. There has been
a proliferation of crime on campus this semes-

get you if you don’t watch out. Why not stop

ter—a veritable klepto-epidemic— involving
thousands of dollars of stolen property.
To you, the victims, we can only say: ‘Where
are your heads? You persist in leaving expen-

neither thieves nor victims —yet. It may hap-

cash,

valuable

textbooks,

Finally a word to you, the students who are

pen to you someday, so be on the lookout.
If you go to Lauinger Library, don’t leave
your books and backpacks unattended. Wouldn’t you rather give up your semi-precious spot
in the library than have your wordly possessions stolen?

cash,

designer backpacks, cash, Gucci purses, cash,
alligator skin wallets and cash just lying around.

If you go to Yates Field House, don’t leave

This is a college campus, not a dorm room.

your purses and wallets and Cartier watches in
an unlocked locker. Wouldn’t you rather take
a few brief moments to lock them up rather

You can’t trust the guy who makes off with
your wallet as you can trust your roommate.
Lauinger Library and Yates Field House
appear to be the two most common targets for

than have them lifted by a second-rate rip-off
artist?
But don’t let precaution stop here. Anywhere

thefts. Why not? Lauinger and Yates are where
you, the naive students, congregate. Where

you go— Healy Basement, the ICC, New South

students congregate is where they leave things
unattended
— temporarily or for keeps.

ed. If you witness a theft, be a crime-stopper

kleptomaniacs, the nascent criminals? Why do

and report it immediately. And if something

you steal? And why from students? Perhaps
you have admired someone’s watch or new

of yours is stolen, alert the proper authorities
as soon as possible.

purse, but is that any reason to steal it? You
can’t elude the arm of the law forever. One of

And don’t let it happen again. To allow
these thefts to continue would be a crime on
the part of the entire community.

these days you will be caught, and GUPS will

MheBad.
record in this case indicates that the answer

There was a huge blot on an otherwise
excellent Homecoming last weekend. The

almost certainly involves lack of coaching
and resources. Much of the griping about the
program and the coaching heard on campus

football team was embarrassed 42-0 by Johns
bringing

the team’s

season

point

total to 26, against 156 for its opponents. Any

has

way you look at it, the program is floundering.
In a sport which is inherently more expensive than any other at the intercollegiate

themselves. They should know.

level, there should

come

from

past

and

present

players

Starting quarterback D.J. Patenaude has a
solution for the problem. He says the administration must “put the football team on a
priority if they're going to make us compete
with these teams. If it doesn’t start here with

be a serious examination

of its worth to the University when the team
is consistently beaten badly and few students
- find it worth their while to play for a full four

the administration,

the coaches,

the money,

and the recruiting, it's’ never going 'to goto’
the campus, it’s never going to go to the field,

“years. This'past year, especially, the attrition
rate of upperclassmen was absurdly high.

Only six seniors and 13 juniors remain on the

and

team.

column.”

”

it’s never

The

Why do the players find the sport so
unrewarding? Why doesn’t the team win? A
college sports team should have two goals:

going

administration

to go

in the win-loss

should

either do the

job right, or not at all. Doing the job right
involves

hiring

full

time

coaches,

finding

more money to invest in the long-term growth
of the program, and providing the players
with more incentive for sticking out the full
four years.

winning, and providing a positive experience for its participants. When a program
apparently accomplishes neither, the University should reexamine its commitment to the

sport.

;

coaching staff has failed in its duty. This
means either that they are poor coaches, or

If the administration doesn’t take those
steps, it should scrap football from its roster
of sports and invest the money into the other
athletic teams which seem to be more of a

that they do not have ample opportunity,
resources or incentives to do any better. The

success. That step should not be necessary,
but it is preferable to doing the job halfway.

Obviously,

in situations

such

as this, the

feel elections are already decided before you
even cast your ballot?
next Monday,

you'll have

set up polling stations around campus next
week; The HOYA urges everyone to contrib-

the

ute to the best of their ability.

chance to shape the outcome of what promises
to be one of the most exciting races this fall—

We'd like to make a special plea for our own
nominee,

the Ugliest Person on Campus (UPOC) contest.

Contributing Editor Quin Hillyer.

Sponsored annually by the service fraternity
Alpha Phi Omega, UPOC aims to raise money

As many of you know, Quin is especially
repulsive, and therefore especially deserving

for worthy charities selected by the participants
in the race.

ugly —he’s also a loser. Despite

of your support next week. Quin is not only
a last-ditch

effort in the 1983 UPOC contest, Quin regis-

It's not nearly as boring as a Student As-

tered a weak fourth place finish. This year, he
needs your help to become next year’s APO
poster child.
But don’t just take our word for it. Look at

sembly election or as serious as a general
election. You can vote with your spare change

(and dollars)
— there’s no spending limit. You
can vote even if you disregarded our reminder
and forgot to register for the upcoming pres-

the candidate photos next week (if you want to
lose your appetite) and see for yourself. We're

idential election. Finally, rather than being

confident you'll agree that Quin truly is the

harrassed by picky poll watchers, you can vote
as often as you like.

homeliest person around.

This particular opportunity to contribute to
a good cause happens only once a year. It won't

of

Columbia, I should like to invite your
special attention to my letter of October 16, 1984 challenging on Constitutional grounds the intervention of
Mayor Barry on behalf of the homo-

ing to read in a university paper such
as yours the argument that “Barry is
certainly within his rights as the elected
mayor of Washington to temporarily
postpone the bond sale proposal and

‘among all Democrats, we at George-

sexual
town
sexual
on its
As

bring to Healy’s attention an issue of

displayed an ability to forcefully clarify
his views. In each debate, Mondale
showed a keen understanding of the

On behalf of the Federation of Citizens

Association

of

the

District

community to coerce GeorgeUniversity to authorize homoand lesbian groups to operate
campus.
our letter indicated, the instant

issue is not the civil rights of homosexuals but the Constitutional separation of powers in our form of govern-

June

ment.
Although many have forgotten that
this concept of separation of powers
arose in the Middle Ages, when there

should be evident that both the Mayor
and the City Council knew of the

was

true

separation

state and when

of

church

their academic

freedom

and

tions of the medieval concept of sepa-

ration of powers.
Our Federation therefore felt the
issue of Mayor Barry’s ex parte intervention to be an attack upon, and an

Few Students
To the Editor:
I attended a fabulous lecture last
Thursday night given by Charlayne
Hunter-Gault of the MacNeil/Lehrer

coran,

goal at halftime during the homecoming game, tying the National
Football League record. Sign that

Streets. Now where are the Trinity
school kids supposed to play?
A cheer for the posh homecoming
dance in McDonough, which in spite

could use improvement, though.
Lastly, our “Best Planned Con-

man

of the

who

kicked

a 63-yard

field

up!

Sneers are in order for the Alum-

awful

house

sound

at

36th

system,

and

O

was

pleasant success. The too-nouveau

a

“Glamorous

Life”

slogan

spiracy Award” goes to the entire
Georgetown faculty, which must

Note:

Due

The HOYA

to space

is unable

limita-

to reprint

the text of the Federation's letter to
Mayor Barry. The letter is posted in

The HOYA

ministration’s refusal to allow Sz. Elmos Fire to be filmed at Georgetown,

you quite understandably make a comparison

with

The

Exorcist,

the

only

not seen as endorsing satanism merely

poorly

publicized

Ms. Hunter-Gault’s speech was the
first in a series of lectures dealing with
“The Interracial Dimensions of Teaching and Learning” sponsored by the
Provost’s Office, the Counsel of Deans,
the Center for Minority Student Af-

fairs, the Affirmative

Action

Office,

and

Fund.

Such

the

GU

Lecture

a

series is an important step toward
creating not only better race relations
in our society, but toward better human

relations.
Such an important lecture series
and the speaker who visit Georgetown
as a result deserve the same publicity
and attendance that the likes of Betty

Unfortunately your comparison is, on
the whole, irrelevant and misleading.
Your claim is that the University was
because the film depicts “desecration
of statues and horrifying abuse of the

crucifix.” This observation is true, but
only in a trivial way because you ignore
the fact the The Exorcist is in many
ways a Georgetown film.
Aside from
alumnus wrote
screenplay, any
to see that the

the fact that a GU
both the novel and the
viewer should be able
important focus of the

film is Fr. Karras, the Jesuit priest
trained in psychiatry who is struggling
to reconcile his faith with the skeptical

scientific worldview of his medical
training. Fr. Karras’s story is relevant
to Georgetwon both as a university,
since his struggle represents what has

been a major problem in Western
intellectual history for at least three

we can change

Gault’s

lecture

at GU

are necessary

‘the betterment

pleased

with

performance

Presidential

debates.

mood
Walter

during

The

the

candidate

not only maintained his poise, but also

issues and their relation to the lives of
the American people, while the President floundered in his arguments.
It seemed more appropriate to call
Mondale the “great communicator”

rather

than

Reagan.

Democrats here at Georgetown as
well as those across the nation now
feel that the election has indeed become a race. Changing opinion towards

the Democratic campaign should also
be reflected in the Mock Elections
being held by Student Government,
College Democrats, College Republicans, and Young Americans for Freedom on October 31.
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Matthew Burgard

SLL ’88
Press Secretary
Georgetown Democrats

of our

magnitude. The various details men-

tioned

in your

editorial, which

you

correctly identify as profanities, cannot
obscure the essential focus of the
picture.

We can only hope that the adminitration officials who read the St. Elmo's
Fire screenplay did not misinterpret
that movie's profanity as you did in the
case of The Exorcist. 1 would be very
disappointed to find that the Univer-

sity’s morality amounts to nothing more
than mere prudishness. I also must
admit that I was at first disappointed
to hear the Administration’s decision,

mostly because the whole affair would
indeed

have

generated

much

excite-

ment on campus.
Still, despite these sentiments, I can’t
say that I could take much pride in a
movie

which

could

have

been

made

anywhere (including a lot in Hollywood
furnished with artificial buildings) but
which happened to be filmed at George-

town, and I doubt such a film could
bring GU any publicity of any real
value. It’s better for us to make no
movie than to make one that is irrele-

vant to Georgetown.
Stephen Penrice

CAS ‘86

Board of Editors
Established April

16, 1919

James Horan, Editor-In-Chief
Mitchell Wood, Managing Editor

them.

The students of Georgetown and all
over the nation will shape the future of
our society, and consciousness-raising
events such as Charlayne Huntersteps toward

recent

since

look at those and determine why they
how

a

many of its members have experienced

centuries, and as a community,

Friedan and Jerry Falwell received.
We encounter race problems and race
relations every day and we need to
exist, and

very

of

crises of faith similar in kind if not in

education. Ms. Hunter-Gault’s lecture,

was

were

Mondale’s

office in Room B-03 Cop-

other major movie filmed on campus.

unfortunately

town

ley and is available for reader's per
usal.
3

Newshour. She spoke on the topic of
Race in the Media, a subject important for every Georgetown student, as
we attend such an institution of higher

Skip Horne, News Editor
Anne Vallé Schlafly, Viewpoint Editor
Kimberly Caviness, Features Editor Martha Kortiak, Arts Editor
Joe DilLeo, Sports Editor
Kevin Ciotta, Photo Editor
Rebecca Stutz, Business Manager
Michael Dick, Advertising Manager
Todd Barrett, Copy Editor

society.

Assistant Editors

Corrections

riche

$500,000

tions,

In last week's editorial on the ad-

This is one election where your votes to help
others in need really can make a difference.

a

Editor’s

To the Editor:

CAS ’86

ni Association, for wanting to build

“Rah-rah-sis-boom-

President, Federation
of Citizen Associations
of the District of Columbia

To the Editor:
Representative

St. Elmo’s and Exorcist Differ

Lecture Attracts

Matthew Oleson, Features
Peter Winkler, Arts

Mark Landler, News
Dennis Roche, Sports

Contributing Editors

Terry McCormick

rousing

Stephen A. Koczak

power by reason of that separation.
Both, parliaments and universities, as
they asserted their rights, were projec-

Quin

(SFS '85) was

man of the Student-Alumni committee in the October 19, 1984
HOYA. The position is held by
Tim McCormack (SBA 86)

Last week's
reported

the

HOYA
current

incorrectly
amount

Cristina Del Sesto

Hillyer

Tara McKelvey

incorrectly identified as a co-chair-

A

“concern” of the gay community as far
back as June of this year.

from secular

No matter who you think is ugliest, do vote.

bah” cheer for alumnus Jim Cor-

19, 1984? From that enclosure it

universities obtained

Nancy Tostanoski

Cheers and Sneers

major concern to many of Barry's
constituents.”
Would you kindly publish in your

“letters to the editor” the full text of
the Federation’s letter to Mayor Barry,
including the enclosure thereto dated

enough to encourage hearing.

social life. Painless though it is, contributing
can make you feel good. APO members will

Debates Lift
Democrats’ Spirit

affront to, the most important source
of the liberties we enjoy.
”
For this reason, it appears astonish-

To the Editor:

ministration at GU. She was important
enough to invite, but not important

take away from your studies or scintillating

Are you tired of boring campaigns? Do you
believe your vote doesn’t really count? Do you

Citizens Group Supports GU

and attended, which says something
about the students as well as the ad-

...And The Ugly
Beginning

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Cafeteria—
be wary of leaving things unattend-

And what about you, the petty thieves, the

Hopkins,

A

of

Georgetown’s proposed bond issue.

have ganged up to schedule every

The correct figure is now $65 million. Also, almost all of the bond
revenue will finance Main Campus

mid-term exam and paper to achieve
last week’s academic chaos.

and Medical Center projects, with
very little going to the Law Center.

Bryan Keegan
Associate Editors

Todd Robinson
Scott Peeples

Tom DiFiore
George Askew
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Viewpoint
Charles Potter

CRIs Open Letter to Father Healy
Dear Fr. Healy:

go to the negotiating table.”
At this time approximately

I intended this letter to be open
because it is important that the Georgetown community be aware that we are
in a dialogue. For the past six months

one-

$10 million, is invested in corporations
doing business in South Africa.
Fr, Healy,

in a letter addressed

to

Banking

in

1980,

you

town’s

investments

in

supported

continued investment in South Africa,

Bishop Desmond Tutu, General Secretary of the South African Council of

Principles [of fair labor practices], are
doing more to promote racial equality

Churches, ‘highlights the continued
importance of this discussion.

with economic balance than any other
institution.”
;

oppressive system.
We desire the withdrawal of all
foreign investments in South Africa

Bishop Tutu is the most prominent

I can only interpret this statement
as an endorsement of Georgetown’s

for three reasons:
1) they create a vested American in-

investments in South Africa. I find this

terest in the status quo of that country;
2) foreign capital boosts the South
African economy so that it is insulated

man rights.

saying, “[T]hose American corporations that have embraced the Sullivan

divestment are joining Bishop Tutu
and the other leaders of black South
Africans fighting against apartheid who
advise us to withdraw our investments. By arguing to keep foreign investment in South Africa, Fr. Healy, you

.

national corporations

are not yet in-

volved in the business of helping to
destroy apartheid. They have done
some good things for their employees. .. [But] ultimately their efforts are

- improvements and not changes.
“The international community must
“ make up its mind whether it wants to
see a peaceful resolution of the South
African crisis. If it does then let it
apply pressure (diplomatic, political,
but above all, economic) on the South
African government to persuade it to

from international pressure; and
3) sales of certain materials such as
computers, oil, and advanced technical

products advance’ South Africa’s military and security forces which make

align the University with the white
rulers of the South African government

apartheid possible.

who are fighting desperately to keep
foreign capital in their country.
I call on you to explain your position. The members of the University’s
Committee on Investment and Social
Responsibility, who advise the University on this issue, are now being ap-

community look clearly at this topic
because our investments affect the lives

pointed.

In order that their consid-

erations

may

be informed,

the

It is important that the Georgetown

Charles Potter, a junior sociology
major in the College, is chairperson of

the Committee for Responsible Investment at Georgetown University and is

posi-

tions of the University administration,

a member
ject.

students, faculty, and alumni must be

of the District Action Pro-

Last Sunday,

she offered the

teachers a choice: “You teach [the students] English,
history, mathematics and science and [the parents] will

take them to the movies and museums and to sample
foreign food, and look after their souls.”
Although to some this proposition may seem like a
self-evident division of responsibilities, the schools have
to help out the parents, leaving less

and less time for the original purposes of schooling.
Furthermore, in their efforts to make school more appealing
with all of the added field trips, learning has become dull

because of a lack of the most important element of
education: good books.
hist
Now, educators are toying with the minds of children.
Every special interest group, on both the right and the left,
has its list of “bad” words and “bad” concepts that in its

school textbook? I wonder if the first Thanksgiving will be
reassessed in such a light. Chances are that the pilgrams

did not achieve the US Recommended Daily Allowance.
With a no-no list of words that includes all ethnic terms
(which automatically forbids several of Mark Twain's
novels),

longer be used in a textbook because of its low nutritional
value, according to a Californian guideline. Does that
through a rigorous screening before being mentioned in a

to learn how to think and form coherent ideas, which is

Students should

The Red
Menace
Extends

could

In

greatest forms of recreation.” So let children learn about
ice cream and participate in formulating ideas, but throw
out the window the censorship and the field trips.

NLRd

Wg

eh

Schlafly,

a junior

history

be solved.

mid-1984,
them,

Both

the

and

in

the

people

quietly

because

they

know

O pinio n/ Q:

Senator

John

Glenn

(D-OH),

cer-

tainly no dove on foreign relations and

Aquino

Glenn

is worried—with

good

The United States, yet again, is about

to be caught on the side of an unpopular government in the midst of a
popular uprising. The State Depart-

rea-

ment,

son— that the Philippines is following

ing both military and economic aid to

gains in the recent Assembly elections.

unpopular governments, only to see
those governments collapse and be
replaced by communist or anti-American governments.

Reagan. To let the Phillippines go the
way of so many former U.S. allies would

grows

stronger

in

And the inquiry into the August 1983
slaying of Aquino has just implicated
the highest levels of the military establishment

with

charges

government, however, comes not from

Manila but from Washington, D.C.
Just two weeks after a senate subcommittee hearing gave evidence of
increasing misgivings on Capitol Hill
about U:S. policy toward the Philip-

There

is territory.

unwittingly acted as a staging ground for Soviet

Neither, unfortunately, has President

be

many

foreign

arms. The Mullahs of Tehran and Saddam
Hussein of Baghdad declare holy wars against

and shells devastate Chad, assassinate Sadat,
cause carnage in Lebanon, and, through Libya,

each other. Libya, through Algeria, arms the

arm the terrorists of Europe and Latin America. This is the second source.

Polisario that kills Moroccan boys.
The

Palestinians

today,

as tragic

as their

The source that may yet prove to be the
most telling is the risen tide of Islamic Shi'ite
fundamentalism. The new power overthrew
an unloved Shah in 1979, and is even now
training Iraqis, Saudis, Kuwaitis, Egyptians,

plight is, are only a microproblem in the Arab/
Muslim world. People who fear for the world
and who preach about solving the “ArabIsraeli problem” are missing three powerful
forces at work in the Arab/Muslim world,

Nigerians, Pakistanis, and Indonesians in the
arts of revolution.
We must not ignore the Palestinian cause,
but we can neither ignore these. As crazy as

tearing at it from the Spanish Sahara to the
Persian Gulf.
The Saudi government announced during
the

summer

that

in

this

fiscal

year

the Ayatollah

it will

or break

the

freeze.

We're

about life and death, between the
whole

world

and

civilization.

don’t think that the Reagan administration has seriously thought out
the whole problem. It seems like
they're just concerned with retaliating against the Soviet Union
without thinking that we all have
to work together to remove the

threat of nuclear war.
Joy E. White
SES 86

I

at

delicately perched on their respective thrones.
As off balance as Moscow may appear at
times, so, too, is the Kremlin's influence felt in

Jordan,

Morocco—have

overextended

their finances at home and abroad, in costly
projects and costly wars. They are weak states.
Their small populations and their/ fragile,
traditionalist monarchies are the Arab world’s
first source of conflict.
Soviet influence has grown enormously since
the 1950s. Libya and Syria spread their power,
the latter both directly and through its surrogate armies in Lebanon. Soviet guns, bullets

the corridors of power in Tripoli, Baghdad,
Damascus—and

now Beirut.

Gerard Alexander, a sophomore in the
School of Foreign Service, is Chairman of the
Georgetown

Young Americans for Freedom.

—compiled by Robert Castro
and Shery Cornelius
Foreign policy, because the President's present foreign policy has
greatly affected the way in which
nations look at us now. They're
more apprehensive to deal with
us; in many ways they fear us.
There seems to be a lot of anti-

Reagan is running the country or
whether they feel that it is neces-

sary to change to the way Mondale
proposes.
Meg Maher
CAS 87

Strategic arms strategy. Basically, I support Mondale because I
think that the whole Star Wars

talking

seems

wait,

American

sentiment.

Nicholas Creary
SLL 88

Josh Kiernan
SES 88

Nuclear

Khomeini

times, so, too, is he powerful. As rich as the
Saudis and Kuwaitis seem, so, too, are they

Whether or not the American

lican administration

Ruhollah

sustain its third budget deficit in a row. All the
moderate states— Saudi Arabia, Oman, Ku-

people are happy with the way
things are going now and the way

continuity by going with the Democratic party and their principles.
Rob Tappan
CAS 86

seriously

Mitchell Wood, a junior American
Studies major in the College, is Managing Editor of The HOYA.

sen not to use that leverage.” He also
in

could

though, the President— with incredible

government, “we evidently have chothat

and

naivete—will watch the Marcos dictatorship fall and then wonder why the
new government is so hostile to his
friendly diplomatic advances.

cerned that although the United States
may have influence with the Marcos
commented

irresponsible

damage the national security so dear
to Reagan's heart. Quite probably,

The subcommittee chairman, conservative Sen. Frank Murkowski (RAK), a consistent advocate of Reagan
administration foreign policy, was con-

of conspiracy

and cover-up.
The most serious blow to the Marcos

~ The Russians have armed and rearmed the
Arab states in a big way six times between
1947 and today. In the last two years Syria has

ability for Mondale to demonstrate

little

rural

insurgency

There is political survival. There is even some
principle.

that failure despite the fact that
Reagan seemingly can never be
hurt by any of his policies. I think
that Mondale’s so-called youth and
inexperience far transcends Reagan’s age.

learned

provinces. Moderates made surprising

people

American

has

from the American experiences of Iran
and Nicaragua.

want to continue with the Repub-

the

it appears,

the same path that Vietnam, Iran, and
" Nicaragua have taken. In each case,
the United States has ended up provid-

What is the most important issue in this Presidential campaign 9
Whether

the

portedly to counter the communist
guerilla movement. The proposal did
not generate much enthusiasm amongst
committee members.

the

have not been encouraging for Marcos
supporters.
:
Sporadic violence continues to erupt
in the cities as the armed communist

more at stake today in all the battles and
brushwars than dislocated Palestinians. There
is prestige.

to $900

abuses,” he declared.

and

the Reagan administration is likely to
ignore the eyebrows raised on Capitol
Hill.
But the fact that such comments are
made at all shows that the winds of
political fortune are shifting in the
Philippines. The Senate report details
the ominous, tell-tale signs of oncoming
revolution. Benigno Aquino’s assassination-cum-martyrdom “has galvanized
the political center of Philippine society into active opposition. ..and has
provided a rallying point for the left.”

million over the next five years, pur-

of opposition leader Benigno

times are tough,

Eastern conflict on an Israeli-Palestinian struggle is obsolete in the eighties. There is far

is oil. There

Philippines

besieged Marcos government, and so

as-

thirteen months since the assassination

ians and Iraqis are engaged in mutual slaughter.
God only knows what the Lebanese are doing.
It is clear from this that to blame Middle

a victim of the Israelis but of itself), and there

to the

military

the deteriorating political and economic conditions in the Philippines. “We
are not going to throw money down a
rat hole if we keep seeing abuses and

PFLP members are killing each other or taking
over the mosques of Saudi Arabia. The Iran-

are now far more terrorists in Yemen, Tunisia,

increasing

defense issues, expressed concern over

would be relatively quiet, too.
Yet the Moroccans and Algerians are bitterly arguing. The Libyans, when they are not
invading a neighbor or shooting up London;
are shooting at the Sudanese. Small groups of

that

sistance

on

ing acquiescence of yet another Amer-

about it. Thus, if they are the source of conflict
in the Middle East, then the Middle East

are

testimony

ican president for his 16-year-old regime.
But now

quarters, prevailing opinion is that the
United States “is propping up Marcos.”
The senators’ queries pose no immediate threat to American aid to the

pines, a staff report for the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee has all
but declared the faltering dictatorship
to be on the critical list.
In mid-September, the Senate subcommittee on Pacific affairs heard

a few years since

Vice President George Bush toasted
Filipino President-for-Life Ferdinand
Marcos and gushed, “We admire your
commitment to democratic principles.”
At the time, the two leaders had just
concluded negotiations which allowed
the United States to maintain major
air and naval bases in the Philippines.
Both parties were satisfied. The
United States retained an outpost
against Soviet aggression, all the more
important since the Russians had begun
using the warm-water ports of Vietnam, and Marcos ensured the support-

where they want to be, they are pretty quiet

the Israelis and the

Palestinian

say it's the failure of
policy

Marcos’ Regime Joins the Critical List

subdued. Thus, while the Palestinians are not

and Western Europe than in Lebanon or
Israel proper. The Palestinian forces of Lebanon are wisely removed from the conflicts
there
— better to leave that war to the peoples
of that fragmented land. Even the PLO leadership, whichever one you listen to, is relatively

us

major

College, is Viewpoint Editor of The HOYA.

The PLO is rebuilding for the third or
fourth time in the last few years (this time not

to Lebanon

foreign

Vallé

they are prospering far more than their brethren in the refugee camps of Iraq and Syria.

36

I would

Anne

because they still bridle at the political controls
over

As Miss

Manners noted, “the active use of the mind [is] one of life’s

grumbling quietly in the West Bank: grumbling

the Mid-East

Reagan’s

not babied.

Palestinians could, within their own homelands, work to create the peace and prosperity
that both peoples need so badly.

Throughout

C amp

be challenged,

majority of the problems of that tortured area

e-

NCL

and

-depolitization of the textbook writers. For every interest
group to have the power to delete words and ideas from
books is a crime against the educational system. Children

For 30 years, scholars, experts, and students
of Middle Eastern politics have set their sights
on the number one problem of the area: the
homeless state of the Palestinian people. If
only they could be granted a home, the

Gerard Alexander

SW hin

of violence,

trips.
The solution lies not in the Back to Basics formula,
which tends to ignore the great books of this century, but a

action imply that every food, including apple pie, must go

CC

kind

severely ‘hampered by the present attempts to form an
artificial world devoid of social realism and, most important, ideas.
5

of summertime Americana is a naughty word and can no

eId
al

or any

excite them or broaden their scope of understanding,
political censorship sets in at such a scale as to render

delete all references to ice cream. It seems that this staple

ut

of anger

do not go to school to learn what is in the newspaper, but

Ice Cream is a Naughty Word
The latest in this continuing saga of molding minds is to

hd

a show

especially words that connote an ideology other than
feminism, textbooks have become prudish and emotionally
unrealistic. Who would want to read them? Certainly not
the students, who find themselves bored at school reading
the next level of Dick and Jane and Spot. So, to try to keep
those bored students somewhat interested, teachers resort
to showing filmstrips in class and planning lots of field

mind must not be used in grammar and high school
textbooks. So, not to expose children to ideas that might

textbooks useless because of their dullness.

1't

Mitchell Wood

It has only been

When Miss Manners takes it upon herself to lecture on
the problems of the current style of educating children,
then one can be sure that the problems have reached

instituted programs

£
54

your response.

Do Our Textbooks Meet the USRDA?
proportions.

iat,

of the people in South Africa. We await

Anne Valle Schlafly

monumental

— Tapese frovers

have ended Georgetown’s inexcusable
policy of making money from a racially

position indefensible. We who call for

As Bishop Tutu wrote in a 1981
Washington Post commentary, “Multi-

VoicE oF THE GODS.

corporations

in multinational corporations doing
business in’ South Africa. The recent
award of the Nobel Peace Prize to

leader of the peaceful fight to eradicate
the system of apartheid in South Africa. Under this system the majority
black population is forced to live on
13 percent of the land and is denied
citizenship and any semblance of hu-

PropLE iS THE

doing business in South Africa. By this
action we will be pressuring those
corporations to withdraw their operations from South Africa and we will

the Georgetown Coalition for Responsible

THE YoicE OF THE

For the sake of opening this public
debate, then, I will briefly state CRI's
position:
We seek divestment of all George-

tenth of Georgetown’s endowment, or

the Committee for Responsible Investment has been arguing for withdrawal of Georgetown’s investments

7

known.

program is completely ludicrous. I

It's probably the issue of war
and peace; a lot of people thinking
- that Reagan is somewhat of a reac-

think that Reagan's major weak-

tionary or war monger while other

ness is that he can support such a ,

people think that Mondale is going

presposterous idea as coming up
with a practical anti-nuclear weapons defense system using satel
lites. At this point I don’t think
that the technology is appropriate
for this.
Tim Martin
CAS 87

to

emasculate

the

power

of

the

country. Actually, I think that
Mondale isn't really going to do
that though. What I think he’s
proposing is only a cut in the rate
of increase of defense spending.
Paul Rath
SFS 88
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Who's afraid of fog?
I wasn’t.

Not

until

I took

a trip

through Maryland on a very foggy
October night. Then my feelings
changed —completely.
My
journey
began
regularly
enough. A friend and I rented a car

and navigated our way out of Washington. We settled back to Springsteen and the enveloping blackness
of I-95 North, our sights set firmly on
New York. The hour was 11:00 pm.

Ghost Story

aching from leaning forward and my
eyes were burning from glaring at
the infernal orange line. [ decided to
wake up Naomi.
“Huh? What! Yes!” She jumped to

bleary attention. “My
you look at that fog!”

God!

Would

“I have been.” I wasn’t in the
mood for pleasantries. “Would you
find your Maryland map. 1. don’t
want to stop on the road here. Something about this weather makes me
think of chainsaw murderers. And I
don’t like the thought. So get your
map.”
:
“Oh!” Her tone wasn’t reassuring.
“Uh, I don’t think I brought it. I
forgot it.”
“How charming. Do you realize
we don’t have breadcrumbs to fol-

low?”
I was driving. Bruce and the air
conditioner were working to keep
me awake. By 12:30 am the interstate was empty. My rearview mirror
looked like a coal black slate.

My
bling,
And
The
~ a solid

friend was snoring and mummumbling and snoring.
then it hit.
fog. No wisps of warning, but
white

wall.

I had

suddenly

entered a cotton ball equipped with
nothing but an orange dotted line to
guide me. I slowed the car to 35 mph
and moved over into the right-hand
lane. A misty drizzle coated the
windshield. The wipers made a
smeary, greasy mess.
“I have to get off the interstate,” I

She was silent. I was incredulous.

Then

I noticed

a sign announcing

the approach of Columbia, Maryland.
A town! A mile or so further down
the road I spotted another sign emblazoned with a fork and a knife.
Food! Naomi was nodding back to

sleep.
The fork and knife signs (seven all
told) led me off of 32 North, up a
very steep hill, into a cluster of trees,

blown by a silent wind, swirled
around the car and the sign, instantly
shrouding the sign from view. I concontinued on page 9

said aloud, turning off Bruce in the

*

my chin almost resting on the wheel.
I resolved to take the next exit.
Nature was calling, my stomach
was growling, and the gas guage
showed about an eighth of a tank. My

had muffled all sound. The fog moved
aside long enough for me to glimpse
a collection of signs across the road.
Route 32 North would have to do. I
knew I'd soon be back on 95.
The road was narrow and winding.
“There must be a town around here

If an alien being had descended to
Earth in the midst of the Head of the

Charles regatta this past weekend, it
would have been overwhelmed by the
tidal wave of uniformity. Upon closer
inspection, its antennae would quiver
as its worst fears are confirmed: the
human race is a vast army of clones.
As sure as the New England sky
fades to gray and the persimmon
leaves listlessly glide to the ground in

dressed hordes luxuriously strolling

to

be awake,” I said to myself. But I
didn’t see another soul. My back was

Features Editor

pilgrimage to the banks of the Charles
River in Boston to watch the pinnacle
of crewracing, the Head of the Charles.
The High Priestess of Preppiness
herself, Lisa Birnbach, has cited this
event in her illustrious Preppy Handbook. An ambulatory L.L. Bean Catalogue, the Head juxtaposes the sweating, straining rowers with the warmly

quiet—as if the cotton ball I entered

is bound

HOYA

October, college students join in the

kingdom for a truck stop, I thought
as I crossed my fingers. I took Exit
- 55—straight up the ramp.
I paused at the top and rolled
down my window. Silence. Utter

Somebody

by Kimberly Caviness

was written in very precise red letters

“The King’s Contrivance.” The fog,

Misty Business

Photo by Kévin Ciotta

by Cristina Del

sure and scream themselves hoarse
before collecting themselves and resuming their former suave manner.
“It's about time rowers got the
support they deserve, and they got
plenty of it,” laughed Martha Ruh, a
member of the Georgetown women’s
crew team, adding, “As always, (it
was) a New England affair, with
plenty of cocktails and tailgaters,
and all my friends were there.”
Thousands of students pile out of
BMWs, set down their cases and
coolers on a staked-out spot along
the river and immediately step into
the parade that continuously marches
from the starting line at the Boston
University Boat House to MDC'’s

a blue and white flecked L.L. Bean
Norwegian Sweater, amorphous kha-

rymakers lose their haughty compo-

Preps seem

moccasins

and

to come

signet

tective

wasn’t up there for the sport.”
After the last shell had been hoisted
out of the water and deposited in a

lenses.

Perhaps

this

Asked about the Head, John Alagia
exclaimed, “It was great fun. I didn’t
see too many
“Oh,

Bellone,

a Hoya:

who

rings.

we

really didn’t watch

tober next year. The

silently behind,
The

one

River remains

devoid

testament

to

of activity.
the

which merge into one glistening line

along the riverbanks, reminiscent of
. the

made

earlier

solid

blue

and

white-

flecked band of students.
Asked it he will make the journey
in 1985, John Alagia replied, “Yes,
it’s so up-paced...People go up tof

lose themselves for hours. They don’t
give a damn and just go bonzo.”

Attention New Jersey Democrats and friends:

The Bill Bradley

“2

US. Sone

needsDelo

toman the

gn

election day in New Jersey.

’T.. campaign staff would like to share the
experience and the fun with interested New
Jersey voters residing in other areas. The campaign will supply the luxury bus and accommodations and you supply the enthusiasm!
There is no cost to the participants. The bus
will leave Washington on Monday night at 7
p.m. and return late Tuesday night after the
victory party at the Meadowlands Hilton in
New Jersey.
For more information, >

Fran Polito at 338-1128.

PAUL McCARTNEY’S
DO YOU

WANT

TO

LOOK

LIKE . ..

$1,000,000
When the music stops, the mystery begins.
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX presents "GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROAD STREET” starring PAUL MCCARTNEY
s BRYAN BROWN RINGO STARR BARBARA BACH LINDA McCARTNEY TRACEY ULLMAN RALPH RICHARDSON
OUNDTRACK AVAILABLE ON ({e})
comin RECORDS AND CASSETTES 24

produced by ANDROS

EPAMINONDAS

PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED <=>]
SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN]

Directed by PETER WEBB

[X(][otev
stereo] ®
eT

©1984 TWENTIE
1H CENTURY FOX

a
[E222

It sa proven factthat when you look like a million bucks, people can’t
help but notice.
At GOLDEN RAYS we have the most advanced tanning equipment
ana skin care products available, to help you achieve that look. You
will be able to obtain a beautiful tan quickly and
surroundings.
Call now for your free introductory session,

SHOWING AT THESE THEATRES

AMC'S SKYLINE 6*
Bailey’s Crossroads, VA
931-3600

JENIFER CINEMA 1 & 2

ROTH'S TYSONS CORNER 8

5252 Wisconsin Ave., NW

McLean, VA
790-1007

244-5703

NTI WHITE FLINT 5* SHOWCASE UNIVERSITY 3
Bethesda, MD
881-5207

former

flurry and commotion are the shiny
beer cans and empty vodka bottles

ELECTION DAY EXCURSION
FOR SENATOR BILL BRADLEY

Six million
Lo [| FT oF V3
they won't
{Tel F114"
by midnight.

NOW

it...I

end. They pile into their generic
vehicles and wave goodby, promising
to meet on the third Sunday of Oc-

the trek to the Charles River. “The
worst thing about it was coming home
~ and'not knowing "how Georgetown

in two genders

But, what

boathouse or packed up for the long
drive home, the crowds recognize
the tragic signal that yet another
Head of the Charles has come to an

their upper appendages. Meanwhile,

Catena

Eurofags.”

about the crew races?, he is pressed.

is to

the shells fly by at 15-second intervals.
Because each boat is separately
timed, those who attempt to understand how their team is faring find it
impossible.
“The races? What races?” joked

10 hours to get

there.”

Preps fuel themselves with nutri-

kis or blue jeans, dusty worn-in blue-

cher

did after traveling

tious tomato juice (and a little vodka)
and with liquid energy derived from
metal containers surgically fused to

ing miles up the river. At intermittent
periods, individual marchers abruptly
stop and wave their arms vigorously
at each other. It is a wonder that they
can differentiate among themselves,
as the vast majority are wearing the
. official Head of the Charles uniform:

up and down the three-mile course
along the river. If by chance a shell
bearing their particular Ivy League
school’s insignia glides past, the mer-

which can be differentiated by the
female's pale blonde, chin length hair
and the plethora of dangling ornaments from her ears and wrists.
Further obfuscating the differences between the two sexes, all
faces are hidden behind dark proprotect their extremely sensitive retinas from the sun’s ultra-violet rays.
One student tripped over another
lying face down in the dirt and
temporarily lost his Vuarnets. He
quickly rammed them back on his
face, but it was too late—his eyes
emitted a bloodshot glow.

Christian Herter Center, three gruel-

[Ee

written by PAUL MCCARTNEY

Fairfax, VA

591-1990
* Presented in Dolby

Sesto

Clones Invade the Charles River

and around a well-lit plaque on which

middle of a wail and leaning forward,

somewhere.

Photo

AMC’S ACADEMY 6*
Greenbelt, MD
441-8800

—

safely,

in relaxing

you'll be glad you did!

INTRODUCTORY PRICES NOW IN EFFECT —
“ASK ABOUT SPECIAL STUDENT PACKAGES”

Lioloenidays
1734 WISC. AVE. “IN UPPER

337-8266

—

TANNING

GEORGETOWN"
SALON — 337-TANN
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Features
A Mostly True Story

a

Lostin the Fog
continued from page 8

please tell me how to get to 1-95?”

tinued along the road.
After a mere matter of yards, fifty

or so, I found

myself face to face

with a mansion. It was a huge house,
there on that hill surrounded by the
swirling mist, with electric candles
(like the kind people use at Christ
mas) placed invitingly in every win-

dow. Seven cars awaited
ers in a gravel patch to
pulled up to the front door
off the car. Silence.
I walked up to the

their ownone side. 1
and turned
house

and

pushed open the door. Noise from
within struck harshly against my ears;

it was so loud. The carpet was a deep
maroon. Pink napkins lay in a heap
in a corner. In a room to my left all

the chairs were upside down. I called
“Hello.” No answer.
I followed the noise through the
room with the chairs and came upon

a group of people playing poker.
They were all over sixty, and very
animated about their game. I cleared

dn’t
hat
sed.

ains
vity.
mer
1iny
titles
line
t of
lite-

me.

“Funny

I

her

purpose

in

life.

“I'll

set

you

straight.”
She picked up a piece of paper
' from the bar and began drawing a

“Yes,” 1 woodenly replied, not
looking at the map. The name on the
young man’s shirt was Bernie.

made it! Maps! Coffee! Civilization!
Come on.” I opened the door. Still

going.” I tried to sound normal as I
fished in my purse for some money.

“Follow this!” She proceeded to explain her man with as much elabor-

ateness as she had drawn it.
I thanked

her, and

turned

to go.

The boys at the bar declared that I
was quite welcome. The dark-haired
woman followed me to the door.
“Do you have any food?” I asked
her abruptly.

“No. But wait!” she cried and ran
“Take these.”
at the map,

;

trying to remember

followed it around an oriental partition a few feet behind the card
players. Four young men sat at a
wood bar, one stood behind, and a

woman's odd directions. Then I turned the paper over. There was a note
on the back: Bernie is owed one shot
of Gaston Briand payable on any Fri.

pretty, dark-haired waitress in a short

or Sat. night—Ray

black

guessed that the young man behind
the bar was Ray. But who was Bernie?
Which one of the other four? I
shrugged my shoulders. I walked to
the car. Naomi was still asleep.

bow

tie

widened

and

that enveloping silence.

Once in the store, I headed straight
for the coffee pot. I fixed a cup and
briefly at the people behind the register: two very friendly smiling young
men.
“Do you have any maps?” I asked
them pleasantly.
“Yes,” said one.

the

(Bar Honcho).

the road

picked out an apple before glancing

In the light from the house I looked

matching

I

“Over there,” said the other.
And they both pointed to a stand
near the glass door. I was rummaging
through the selection as Naomi came
in. She grumbled something about
being hungry and headed down an
aisle.
“I needed a Maryland map,” I
said. “Do you have one of those?”

“Show
voice

her one,”

I could

said a familiar

not

place.

“They're

“Ha!” And then they all laughed. The

The streets she carefully enumerated

right in front of her.” I turned around,
a horrible sweaty chill gripped my

boys laughed. The card players laughed. The faces in the oriental screen
laughed. And as quickly as they

seemed

spine.

started, they stopped.
“It’s very foggy tonight,” I tried

distorted in a cottony gloom.

again.

“Very,

RESEARCH

very

foggy.

Can

you

The

map
to

proved

utterly

evaporate

useless.

into

the

fog.

The stop lights were smothered. The
sign posts were covered. All was
I finally came to a junction and
took 32 East. Hours passed. It was

PROFESSIONAL

TYPING,

PROCESSING: Term papers, resumes, letters, etc. Reasonable rates.
Call Jessie at 528-2950. Near Lee
Highway and Glebe Road, Arlington.

ONE

TYPING: Research papers, resumes,
etc. Fast, accurate top quality. Grammar/spelling assistance. 354-6471.

ONLY.

Call

Mr.

Dory,

‘American’ Institutes for Research,
342-5000 between 8 am and 4 pm,
=wMonday. through Friday. .

CAMPUS

REPS

NEEDED

—

SKI

FREE: Position involves marketing
and selling quality ski and beach

trips on campus. Earn FREE TRIPS
and HIGH COMMISSIONS. Call Summit Tours 800-325-0439.

ordinary

blond

voice.

pica page,

pages—$1.50/page.
ters. Silver Spring

rates. Pick up free. Have legal/econ.
exper. 249-9218.

AM LOOKING FOR P/T HELP
EXPANDING MY BUSINESS. If interested in earning an extra $100-

/

:

Call N.O.W. 347-2279.
MARKETING/PUBLIC

RELATIONS:

Part-time position with flexible hours.
Car preferred but not required. Call

Richard at 276-8402.

Men's

KHS

10-speed,

good condition. $100. Woman's sin. gle speed Schwinn, w/basket, never

handed me the map I needed. “Will
this do?”

“Naomi! Come on. We need to get

Which word processing service to
select? Choose Office Doctor, Inc.
for your word-processed cover letters, resumes, term papers, theses.
French language word processing,
too. 223-9439. Check us out!

$2.00

up to 15 WORDS

$1.00

Each Additional
10 WORDS

wine or champagne. No one knows
where they got this year’s booze but
the GU Hospital has reported they are
missing 10,000 urinalyses.

so good. And what was Bill McMahon
doing dancing in the freezer? Guess

success and salutes those who attended

things were
Pub;

in groups or stag. It is courageous and
smart people like you who loosen up

too

hot

used, $150. 965-4383 after 6:00.

him

in

the

Meanwhile, back at the Pub, it was

asked

for my

money.

me?” It didn’t get her a date, but it did

>

“Thank you,” I said.
“You're welcome,” said the boys.
The blond haired woman laughed.
In the car, Naomi asked for the
crackers. I told her that they were
there, right next to her in the seat.
She looked. I looked. They weren't
there.

oy

What's happening to the H,Oyas,
a/k/a the GU swim team? Seems some
team members are dropping like flies,

up at the game

though

free-falling. Better be careful next time

she left a little early to hit the campus.
Saturday’s happenings were a good

you ask a swimmer to drop in.
While the swim team was falling out

excuse

of the sky, the crew team was flying
through the water in Boston at the

on Saturday,

from parachutes that is. A group of
the aquatics recently travelled out to
Ridgely, Maryland to experience some

to go wild that night and the

Head of the Chayles. Seen admist the
prepped-out, drunken
crowd
were
Stapley Bullard, Catena Bellone, Martha Ruh, Leslie Thomas, Dave Seaman

was

there and so was Jim Nicholson, spotted from last week's hitlist. Seems old
Jimmy is a runner and just couldn’t

or was it Ray? I didn’t know. I didn’t

Who's she

of the Pub animals wild. Was that
Kate Fogarty dancing the night away?
The SCOPE is never sure... .
SCOPE spotted Sylvia from Marriott

town! But, of course, the SCOPE
I

number.

gonna call?

Hoyas did. Apparently, the H-C Dance
was sold out and actually had to turn
people away ...that’s the spirit, G-

handed it to the voice. Was it Bernie
want to.

the Gaston Hall crowd of Panorama if
they had any questions. Tracy Mathieu
asked the question on every girl's mind:
“Will you go to Homecoming with

zebra skin shirt that was driving some

look up. I wouldn't look up. I was
terrified to see what I knew I would
see.
/
voice

Last week, Michael Nouri— the guy

who got the girl in Flashdance— asked

Lori Riggs at it again, this time in a

“Yeah, what's wrong with you?”
“Nothing.”
The boys behind the counter began
to ring up the purchase. I couldn’t

A

the crowd and make.the party roll . . .

get her his phone

and John Alagia. All were seen looking

wait to get back from the Big East to

very tired Monday morning after the
long drives from
‘“Bahs-tahn”
to

do some dancing. Teammate Jim Gre-

Georgetown,

gorek was getting down to Purple Rain,
furthering rumors -that Jim really is
Prince incognito.
The dance was pretty much a success even without a band, that is if you
like funk —two hours of rapping and
“jam on it” can tire one’s pelvis. Just

Seems he lost his way and was still at
large Monday afternoon.

excepting John Alagia.

Here is this week's histlist . . . we are
on the SCOPE for John Towery, Caro-

lyn Brown, Derrick Rajun, and Sheila
Redling, and yes, we will find you...

SCOPE always does.

WRITE BOOK REVIEWS FOR
THE HOYA — CALL 625-4511
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE INTHE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means youre part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,

not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse

“There’s some properties we’d like you to see...

for

The SCOPE rates the H-C dance a

the cash register. “It’s just that I want
some crackers. Some cheese and

want?” I pointed at the cheese.

Clifton, NJ 07015.

3;

pportunities, P.O. Box 771

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

HAIRCUTS —20 on-campus references. $5 men, $8 women—guaranteed.
Modern or traditional styles (mo-

hawks $10.00) Call 342-1437 day or
eve.
FURN—Bed, full size set, $50; chest,
roomy, $35; Desk/table, 30"x 60”,
$25; 527-0094.

EXPERT TYPING. Professional secretaries with legal experience in
editing and proofreading papers for
undergraduate and graduate students. $1.50 double-spaced page.
Word processing— $1.80 page, with
your editing performed on hourly

basis. Call Mrs. Rhodes, 363-2553.
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES —earn
$1000 as campus representative for
«college products. Send cover letter
and resume immediately: GSA P.O.
* Box 6973 Lawrenceville, N.J. 08648.

school. Handle diverse patient cases{ And

* TYPING —Accurate 130 WPM. | love
rush jobs. Call Sharon 328-3264.
SINGLES —Shalom Adventure—the

Friday Afternoon Theatre

~ ABLE WORD PROCESSING —(202)

presents

Scholarship —from th

1984 Pultizer Prize Winner

days of active duty eac

822-0992. We specialize in the fol. lowing: Tape Transcriptions, Term
Papers, Theses, Manuscripts, Mailing

» Lists,

Repetitive

Letters,

Mail

good

condition, 8x

3%’ $50, will neg. 528,6762.

. MOPED—Brand

New,

Tomas,

AND
Cam-

pus. From $2.00 per double spaced
page. Same day and word processing available, at higher rate. 466-

8973.
WORD PROCESSORS

GLENGARRY

GLEN

ROSS

A play by David Mamet

TODAY

at 3:15 in Healy 103

papers

YE
I

§ Tell me howt
ed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
= can help pay
nedical school expenses. | understand there is no obligation.
Maithis coupon to: Armed Forces Scholarships, P.O. Box 1776,

i

Check up to three: [J ARMY .* ONAVY

:

Please print all information clearly and completely.

§

Name

1

Huntington Station, NY 11746-2102

i

Address

Sat., Nov. 3 at 8 pm

i

City.

in Healy Program Room

i

ADMISSION

FREE

i
3

|

Last

8

State.

Area Code

1i eiorsud
iol or
SIN
i

i

Apt. #

roel LLILTTITTT]

College.
>

9005

[JAIR FORCE

Middle Initial

i.
i

Da
i

CJ Male CJ Female
First

i

Sponsored by SAC
forrent(Wang)

. by hour. WP your own term
and save. Call: 466-8974.

Force —|you’re commis
Second|Lieutenant or E

1

75

. miles/gal. Call 333-5194 for Tracy or
leave message.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
WORD. PROCESSING. GWU

expenses for tuition, r

Re-

cept/Forwarding. We have excellent
proofreaders. We give special discounts to students and professors.

SOFA—Green,

work with sophisticated medical techmology.
After graduation, your assignmept
depends on the requirements of the $ervice
selected and the years of scholarship
assistance received (3 year minimun). You'll
be a military doctor with good pay, benefits
and regular work hours.
Best of all, you'll have valuable expe rience. A challenging job. And most of you r
medical school bills paid.
Don't wait to get the facts. Mail the
coupon below now. There is no obligation.

Scholarship Program

. successful modern day Jewish matchmakers/dating service since 1978.
Join our Adventure! P.O. Box 2132,
Wheaton, MD 20902.

Bill

Scanlon. These guys can dance! There

ng...

I was frantic. “I have some Naomi,
in the car. Yeah, I brought them for
you. Now, come on. Is this what you

Stenson,

hall Thursday night... The VV manager discovered he could play more
songs if he played everything on 45
speed. Lynyrd Skynyrd never sounded

“Okay. Okay.” She came toward

and they're my favorite.”

Bob

the fun to start this weekend, so he
turned Vital Vittles into his own dance-

LaCoursiere were the hostesses with
the mostest as they were scoped serving
and drinking and drinking and drink-

! crackers. I can’t find any rye crackers

Kings

was popping and docking, letting their
bodies be talking. Guess they figured
dancing was safer than drinking the

Friday night brought in the alums at
a little soiree at the ICC. Very stuffy
affair with name tags and all, but free
Lowenbrau made up for any lack of
atmosphere. Ruth Durbin and Tami

HOYA CLASS
ADS

let-

384-3227.

$300/mo. from your home send
name/telephone. Gillespie. 407 E.
Shaw Ave. Silver Spring, MD 20904.

BICYCLES.

glasses

ITY. The nation’s largest women's
rights organization needs volunteers
for voter registration, office work,
phoning, mailings and campaigning.

over 200

Repetitive

woman

and

HELP PROMOTE WOMEN'S EQUAL-

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING—Ten
years experience in thesis/dissertation typing 50-200 pages—$1.75/
double-spaced

looking

hair

to one of the boys. “Hurry up!”
Familiarity hid in that strident female

SUFFERING FROM OVERCHOICE?

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING. Low

"1

An

dirty

stood near the magazines motioning

WORD

cash, in Georgetown. Fifty women
students are urgently needed to test
“fun” instructions. We are trying to
complete an experiment by October
28th. $5 cash, for about 30 minutes.

TIME

with

HOY A Classified Ads

PARTICIPANTS: Quick

“Here,” said the young .man as he

and I knew in my heart that we approached a real town.
My heart raced as I pulled into the
7-11. “Naomi! Get up kiddo. We

when

the lights in the distance brightened

“Thanks,” I said, and went out.

and

after two and the gas guage was on

“There!” she declared with triumph.

nouncing his royal flush.
As 1 still heard the loud

skirt

» by Kevin Ciotta|

empty

“Why, yes,” before triumphantly annoise, I

Ph

SCOPED: Michael Nouri and near-homecoming date Tracy Mathieu.

most elaborate map, complete with
arrows, street signs, and landmarks.

around the corner, returning in a
flash with a package of rye crackers.

Si

‘ney
Yes,
up to)
don’t]

beside

my throat and asked them if this was
“The King’s Contrivance.” A stout
gray-haired man looked up and said,

walked toward me.
“Hello,” I ‘appropriately uttered.
“I'm lost. I'm trying fo get to New
York.”
“New York!” cried the waitress.

sted
in a
ong
nize
ther
> an
eric
sing

standing

hadn’t noticed. Once again they
laughed. And stopped. |
“I really do need help.”
“Why all right honey, just ask. I'll
help you,” the waitress declared loudly, as if she’d suddenly discovered

Dance

Ackerman, Ed Digeronimo, and Tim

n

agia

now

ask

a wild Homecoming weekend and apologizes for any flashes of incoherence.
Dave Johnson just could not wait for

—

get

The SCOPE is still recovering from

“Is it foggy?” asked the waitress,
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Arts
An Interview with

Paul McCartney
by John Graf
HOYA

Staff Writer

“It was twenty years ago today,
Sergeant Pepper told the band
to play...”
:
— Sgt. Pepper's

to

(Breaker Morant,

history

of

as

music.

Indeed, his songs have touched millions of people throughout the world.
From 1960-1970 he was a member of

three

solo

albums,

Birds),

released early this year. Recently, the
ex-Beatle has turned his talents to
screenwriting and acting in a new
motion picture Give My Regards to

was

block.

in

He

school,

attributes

my

story

of it that

I could

what

Former Beatle Paul McCartney, 42, at the microphone during the prod
McCartney
I

had in my head, no matter if it was
bad, and then go back later. And that
was what got me out of the block. It

was a mistake to try to be creative and
judicial at the same time. It was because 1 was forced to write that I
wasn’t so frightened of writing the
screenplay
— frightened of the block.
“That’s my story and I'm sticking to
it,” concluded McCartney with a goodnatured chuckle and a rakish shrug.
The rock star reports that having
people he knows and is close to, such

revealed

that

he

was

a

little in awe of the great actor at first,
but said that Sir Ralph soon made him

fecl'at ease.

album, and now

to work with,” remarked McCartney.

touch with some

he remarked.
:
Paul McCartney is an unabashed
sentimentalist, and he proudly admits
that he draws most of his inspiration
from his family life. “I'm a happily

My

Regards

to Broad

Street

includes several classic Beatles songs,
including standards such as “Yesterday,” “Eleanor Rigby,” “The Long and
Winding Road,” and “For No One.”
“There's a certain amount of nostal-

you'd expect from somebody his age—
“he used to ride a motorbike to the set.

gia involved,” explained McCartney
about why he included so many Beatles
‘hits in the soundtrack. “I hadn’t sung
some of those Beatle songs for twenty

“The pinnacle of my experience with
film was on the last evening of

wanted to treat parts of the film like a

“He

the

was

just

the

opposite

of

what

years, and

Peter Webb,

the director,

as his wife, Linda, and fellow former

filming with Ralph, and I said to him,

concert.

Beatle

whole script. In Give My Regards to

cast of Broad Street made him feel
much more at ease during his first solo
film effort. “I found it much easier to

you
how
him
and

material so we decided to include a
few of the songs.”
McCartney revealed that the process of choosing the Beatle’s songs for
Broad Street was not so simple as one *
might think. “I gave the director about

the millions of things that have interested me but which I've never had
time to explore.”

However,

McCartney

discovered

that writing a movie screenplay is not

A

Bagel/Croissant Delivery
All Flavors!!
Sunday morning, October 2
Call

338-3329

Ringo

Starr,

included

in

the

ad-lib on the set since I knew the
people 1 was working with. Ringo is
very good at that [ad-libbing]. He'd

lubricate things while filming and made
it very spontaneous.”

A highlight of Give My Regards to
Broad

Street

is

a

highly

emotional

scene between Paul and the late, venerated actor Sir Ralph Richardson who
plays an old friend of Paul's (it proved
to be Sir Ralph's last film role).

know, ‘Thanks very much’ and
I was proud to have worked with
and that I hoped he liked the part,
he said to me ‘Not a comma out of

place, my boy.””
McCartney

Peter Webb

and first-time director

incorporate many music

video techniques
which McCartney
He maintained,
had to be careful
one long video.

into the film, a touch
said was intentional.
however, that they
not to make the film

“It really was a natural step,” said
Paul. “I've been into visual music for a
long time. Sgt. Pepper is a very visual

on film or stage: “I was afraid I'd lose

film. It’s not such a big step.”
Give

“I said to Ralph,“Anything you want
to change in the script, go ahead,’ and
he replied ‘No, no, everything's fine
just the way it is my boy’— his treating
me that way made him very, very easy

we're able to cross

on of his first solo full-length movie.

over to realize the visual elements on

movie about it,” and we ad-libbed the

in different directions, to do some of °

Broad Street, which opens nationally
today.
Paul McCartney was at the Plaza
Hotel in New York last week promoting Give My Regards to Broad Street,

I

so I was forced to write down

casting and shooting the script.”
Meanwhile, Paul stressed that he
found his screenwriting experience
extremely stimulating as well as fun. “I
took turning forty as a cue to develop

latest of which, Pipes of Peace, was

of writer's

memoir,

Broad Street, things were much more
structured, we were more careful about

the

since

show my kids when they want to know
why their dad got busted for possession,” revealed McCartney. “I wanted
to get it all down on paper, the names
and everything, before I forgot them—

far out really,” related the ex-Beatle.

he formed the group Wings which
provided his creative outlet until 1980.
After the break-up of Wings, McCartreleased

Thorn

case

“Magical Mystery Tour, for instance
was totally ad-libbed. I mean, we said
‘Let’s get this tour bus and make a

the phenomenon called the Beatles,
and then, following two solo albums,

ney

The

“Ever

his breakthrough to his arrest in Japan
in 1982 for possession of marijuana.
“I wanted to have some kind of

McCartney notes that his attitudes
toward film-making have changed since
the 1960s, when Paul and the Beatles
starred in films such as A Hard Day's
Night, Help, Magical Mystery Tour,
and Let It Be.
“In the sixties, we were making
movies like home movies, just to be

Undoubtedly, Paul McCartney is the
wealthiest,
most
popular
singer/
the

sense of
twenty
and the
trip to

my own problems up on the screen.”

become more thoughtful and dry.

in

per.

the new film is McCartney's first feature since Let It Be fourteen years ago.
“I wanted to make the sort of movie
that I like to see,” said McCartney,
reclining comfortably in a straightbacked chair. “It’s an old-fashioned
_ musical, a good night out, nothing
heavy. Like most people, I go to the
cinema to be entertained, not to see

well— his wit, so devilish when he first
faced the U.S. press in 1964, has

songwriter

studying in literature class or whatever,
I've had difficulty in writing because I
would concentrate too much on style
and that would block writing down my
ideas,” said McCartney, grinning gently
as he reminisced. “So I figured I was a
bad writer since I wasn’t another
Chaucer or Shakespeare.”
The noveau screenwriter has managed, obviously, to break his chronic

Discussing Broad Street, McCartney’s enthusiasm for the project, in
which he stars in his own screenplay, is
effervescently evident. Co-starring Ringo Starr, Ringo’s wife Barbara Bach,
Linda McCartney, and Bryan Brown

cover the laugh-lines around his eyes
and to touch-up the streaks of gray
“through his dark brown, fashionablycut hair, he could be the Paul
McCartney who first appeared in
America on the Ed Sullivan Show
some twenty years ago.
As he bounds into the interview
room in the Plaza Hotel in New York,
Paul’s step is lively and full of energy,
and he leaps into his seat with a
flourish, bellowing a cheerful greeting.
His characteristic Liverpool accent has
faded since he first began his career,
and Paul seems to have mellowed

could not help but be struck (and one

America.

The years have been good to Paul
McCartney. At 42, the ex-Beatle is
surprisingly fit and youthful looking,
changes

as easy as putting ideas down on pa-

suspects Paul was as well), by a
deja vu, as it was at the Plaza
years ago where McCartney
Beatles stayed on their first

Lonely Hearts Club Band

and, with a few cosmetic

and though the project is new and the
names involved have changed, one

People want to hear the old

fifty songs I thought I might like to do;

and

we

then

gradually

pared

that

of those old songs,”

married father of four—they must influence my thoughts because I'm think-|

cess, he remains true to his roots,
‘maintaining that he would much rather

be with “people people” than “elevated
during the interview, in fact, as he
seemed to go out of his way to make
an awe-inspired interviewer comfortable through his friendly, sincere,

down-to-earth manner of speech.
McCartney makes no bones about
Give My Regards to Broad Street—he

number down,” stated McCartney.
feels that the film will leave audiences
“We tried to record them with differthoroughly entertained. “If you like
ent arrangements, but a lot of times
the movie, that’s great,” concluded
we couldn’t find any other way than
McCartney with mock seriousness in
the original to do them that was ef- | his voice, “if you don’t like it . . . tough.
fective,” McCartney further noted that
That's the way I am— view me the way |
he had never sung many

of the tunes

I

am;

if

you

like

me,

fine.”

Isn't it nice the guy next door in the

orm just got a new 200 watt stereo?
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should look into a condo

at Carrollsburg.

Dorm life was never something
to sing about. Remember when the
guy next door got that massive new
stereo...and you tried to study?
What about the inedible food?And,

you just can’t sleep.It’s one big
headache.

That’s why you and your parents should be interested in buying a
condominium at Carrollsburg by

the Potomac waterfront in Washington.Carrollsburg has all the comforts of home without all the hassles
of dorm life. You'll come home every
day to a luxurious city condominium with sunny balcony views,a
pool secretarial service and underground parking. Yet,youll still be
close to all the excitement and enjoyment of campus life. And, all the
other great Washington entertainment is but minutes away.
Of course, Carrollsburg has
great value as well. Not only will

could very well cost less than living
in your dorm room.
So call 484-6350 between
noon and 6 today for more information and a brochure about Carrollsburg. Or show this ad to your parents.Once they see what you're

each payment,after taxes and in the
long run,owning at Carrollsburg

carrolisburg

your parents be building equity with
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people.” This point was quite evident

and to place order.
You must call today 9-5
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ing of my family all the time whether I
like it or not. You can class it as sappy, |
but that’s the way I feel.”
3
Despite all Paul McCartney's suc-
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Broad Street: A Long and Winding Road

Fa
AR

| corporation will fall into the hands of
a dastardly millionaire businessman to

by John Graf

HE

SS

a

ages

Arts
HOYA

Staff Writer

When filming their respective musicals for the screen, the directors of
Grease, Hair, and even this summer's

OS

Purple Rain all paid careful attention
to the fact that neither the songs nor
the typically flimsy plot lines would
make their movie musicals success-

ful—those directors realized
musical on the big screen must
kind of kinetic pace which
rapidly through a series of
never looking back.
This point is the tragic flaw

that a
have a
moves
events,

whom Paul is in debt.
Like a manic/depressive,

tries to convey.

of Paul

WWM WRN
7 EAE

hed:

nits

Described as “a day in the mind of
an international pop star,” the film
delves into the daydreams of rock
by

Paul

Indeed, one gets the

Mc-

Cartney, who fantasizes that the master
tapes for his new album, which he has
been working on for a year, have been
stolen.
find the tapes by
midnightPaul
that must
night or else his music

too much about the tapes.
At one point, McCartney, who wrote

the screenplay,
Peter

Webb

and

seem

rookie
to sense

stereotype, a gay radio program pro-

ducer, to milk some cheap, undeserved
laughs.
Give My Regards to Broad Street is
truly slick, but comes across as a
prolonged video for MTV. In one
scene, Paul and his back-up band play
a new McCartney tune onstage while
on the dance floor a troupe of dancers
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Arena Stage
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Folger Theater

Ford's Theater
347-4833
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Greater Tuna

628-6161

Poy
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Sunday-Mon-

on a Wet Afternoon,

enormous ego. But given McCartney’s

past achievements and the fact that he
seems sincere in what he does, it is
likely that he merely made Broad
Street with the objective of entertaining
people and failed miserably.
Nevertheless, Give My Regards to
Broad Street remains a pastische of
overblown episodes and video-like se-

I
by Suzie Freind

aywnght's

Burial

vay

The Lover and The Dumbwaiter, at

;

’

S

Anthony Rawlinson (Voltaire, Dr.
Pangloss, Governor, etc.). is . one of

tensity and undaunted
most musicals.

an exceptional voice nor hamminess
to hold an audience. He seems com-

based on Voltaire's

optimism

those rare actors who relies neither on

of

On the whole, those in the lead roles

performed

exceptionally.

Quinn

pletely

at home

in each role

SUMS, be it the gentle, aging Voltaire
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;
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in Give My Regards to Broad Street.
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strong stage presence capture and hold
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and

who has effectively achieved every-

Paul's lonely old pub-owner friend,
Jim.
Broad Street’s music is a treat. Mixing in some old Beatles standards along
with some tunes from Wings and three
brand new songs, the soundtrack is a
pleasure to the ears. One certainly

East of Eden, Friday-Saturday; The

3
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to

who delivers a subtle performance as

MOVIES:
American Film
Institute

nk-

ney’s new ones are catchy enough

be likable.
If one did not know that Paul
McCartney is the world’s best known

HOY A Staff

’

in-

her

the

film is drowning in its own mire, and
thus suddenly resort to an idiotic

ion
ily

Hee
te

director
that

does not have to be a Beatles fan to
appreciate the old songs, and McCart-

The Family Haircutters

Extra time and materials, slightly higher.

@

fe.
ose
ps,”

bore.

played

Side Story” and the music video “Beat
It.” Another scene shows McCartney
and his band clad in all white, faces
painted white, playing the old Wings’
tune “Silly Love Songs” on a futuristic
stage, while dry ice fog rises in the
background. The effect is not a visually
stimulating complement to the song,
but rather an overdone, plastic sequence that adds nothing to the film,
but forces one to ask “Why?”
The film does, however, have some
bright spots. Ringo Starr, like McCartney a Beatle expatriate, has some
highly amusing slapstick scenes as
Paul’s friend and drummer. McCartney
himself has a sharp wit, and is able to
deliver some one-liners effectively. The
best acting job of the film, though, is
by Ralph Richardson (in his last role),

film

feeling that Paul, as he traipses his way
through a day of recording sessions,
BBC broadcasts, and lapses into daydreaming fantasy, really does not care

McCartney’s new movie musical, “Give

Paul,

more than a little reminiscent of “West

cuts suddenly back and forth from the
search for the missing tapes to elaborately choreographed dance sequences, and concert-type footage, a
tendency which kills the urgency about
the loss of the tapes which the film

My Regards to Broad Street,” an incoherent film that has its moments but
is essentially an unqualified crashing

musician

the

perform a dance/fight sequence that is
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Ho ya Coach Looks at the Upcoming Season

continued from page 1
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hour “swimathon”

from

4:00 pm

this

afternoon until 4:00 pm Saturday in
order to raise funds for their upcoming

season.

Bumper

stickers,

T-shirts,

sweat shirts, and gym bags will be
given away. For more details, phone
Darwyn Banks (men’s team manager)

at 944-0147,
*

*

*

*

HOYA aren't quite sure, but we would
like to challenge The Voice to a
football game anyway, November 4 at
high noon. And you thought Trivial
Pursuit was fun!
*

*

*

Yankee manager
said, “If people don’t
the ballpark, no one
HOYA Contributing

*

*

Yogi Berra once
want to go out to
can stop them.”
Editor A.O. Hill-

yer fulfilled his role by “contributing”
to this article.
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and

Senior

Patrick

Ewing

has

tions. Yet the Coach admits that the
publicity surrounding his seven-foot
center has caused problems. “It’s difficult when you are projected in the
eyes of the people as being a celebrity,

TUESDAY

NEWS

IN THE HOYA OFFICE

MEETING

Thursday

NEW AND CURRENT
WRITERS WELCOME

7:30 p.m.

Graduate Study in

Public Policy
The LBJ School of Public Affairs at The University of
Texas at Austin emphasizes public policy analysis, interdisciplinary research and summer internships in government

—
—
—

agencies in its graduate

programs:

Master's Degree in Public Affairs
Joint Degrees Program with the UT Law School
Joint Degrees Program with the UT College of En-

—

Joint Degrees Program with the UT Graduate School
of Business

Financial aid and fellowships are available based on merit
or need.
MEET

WITH A REPRESENTATIVE

il

.

Georgetown University
Placement Office
October 26, 1984
Please sign up for an appointment

Ask for: Mark Idzik, SBA '86
Howard Isaacson, SBA ’86

Night Football 3 Color Monitors.
25¢ Hot Dogs 75¢ Draft Beer
Night

Buy one dinner entree & get
second at HALF PRICE

FRIDAY & SATURDAY nights

DC

FB
oe

be

HOYA

1/ Price. Choose from
Strawberry, Banana, or Regular.

ah

12/1 EXAM: Classes

2 Wn

A

1/26 EXAM: Classes
begin 1/5, 1/12

A

Classes now forming

A

Classes now forming,

b

12/8 EXAM: Classes

SUNDAY Nights Eat the Worm Contest!
Featuring Authentic Mexican Mezcal

LATE NITE Celebrate with the Sounds

ol Cantina

om
a

I

Call: Strictly Software, Inc.
(202) 537-1010

HAPPY

HOURS

of Motown and the 60's
4-7 PM 2 for 1 Drinks

Complimentary

Hor d’oeuvres

GENUINE
MEXICAN FOOD
244-3961
Located "4 mile from the Maryland Line in Chevy Chase

begin 11/24

Open for
Lunch 11:30

fo a Joe brochure a an invitation to a Free
ample
Class call Tol Free:
L
2

800-222-TEST

Between

the Friendship

Heights & Tenleytown

Metro Stations.

Carry-out Orders
Welcomed!

4912 Wisconson Ave. NW Washington,DC

Advertise!
625-4554

Auto Eroticism

Presenting the limited edition
Alfa Romeo “Graduate. ’ $13,495!

ro

only $13,495. And that includes Alfa Romeo’s

exclusive Pledge of Protection Limited .
If you love fine writing, now
Precise Rolling Ball pens that
write so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder how
we made it possible.
It's only The Precise

. that allows you to write
/ beautifully in either fine
or extra fine point.
The price? It's

even finer. Only $1.19

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

oecise
Rolling Ball

Stripes upon colorful stripes of comfort.
Super quality Rugged Wear with rubber buttons.
For your active lifestyle.
For men and women. $42.00
/

Slope il

- PEPPERS =

MAJOR
CREDIT

1240 Wisconsin Avenue, Georgetown
Main Street in Annapolis

® 333-3640

® 45th Street Village in Ocean City

EDISON
New ri

CO.

City

AES
thoroughbred Alfa Romeo “Graduate” for

you can choose between two

Feelin’ Playful

CON

Now, for a limited time, you can own a

~~

the craziest damn thing in the world.

Mama Sieta Night Draft Beer 75¢
All Rail Drinks Just $1.00
THURSDAY Night All 16 oz Margueritas

is pub-

SEED
a.

shoulder.

WEDNESDAY

*

PILOT PRECISE
ROLLING BALL PENS.
NOW WE GIVE YOU
A CHOICE

rm

my

do that in the
I'll be seen in
and they'll say
towel? That's -

as being a public figure. That’s what I

MONDAY

The National Center for Educational Testing
3414 Peachtree Rd. NE Suite 526
Atlanta, GA 30326

TIE

it over

also available.

more than met Thompson's expecta-

:

begin 11/5, 11/17

i

throwing

My mother used to
kitchen all the time.
an airport sometime
to me, where’s your

All-American, Olympian, team cap-

Featuring Alberto Rio, Strolling Mariachi

Sle:

up

titles at comparable discount.
Blank diskettes and paper

haven’t experienced any college basketball. I don’t know what to expect
from them yet.”

3

For: Washington,

A

carrying a towel and wiping perspiration from my face, and then I end

gineering

Compare:

have four people who haven't experienced the national championship, who

CENTER

DUCATIONA
Xin
I:

that

but it doesn’t look good if you don’t
do it at Georgetown. I start out

*

If a newspaper

ATIONAL

I hope

Software for the
IBM PC and Apple Macintosh

teen, and Perry McDonald have never
been in any situations in college. “We

we lose when we have “The Awesome
One?”
*

can,

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SAVE 80% - 90% OFF MARKUP!!!

“It’s difficult when you
are projected in the eyes
of the people as being a
celebrity . . . That's what
I think Patrick fights with
all the time.”

The HOYA will challenge Rightto-Life in Ultimate Frisbee tomorrow

Question:

said. “I do this because

wear a coat and tie during a game,

Editor's Note: Look for a complete
basketball preview in the November
9th issue of The HOYA.

as quick as anything.” Freshmen Kevin
Floyd, Ronnie Highsmith, Grady Ma-

lished but no one reads it, does it
exist?
Answer: We philosophers at The

we

I perspire

talk to me about my towel as if it
were a good luck symbol, where in
fact I perspire an awful lot very
quickly. I think it’s ridiculous to

They will play in the manner in
which they have played in the past.
Why change it if it works?

Injuries can take you out of a situation

continued from page 14

his

enough.”

ever had here. My worry is injuries.

at 1:00 pm on Copley Lawn. How can

--

that

added will be missed. At this time,
Michael is still going through his
maturation period as a basketball
player.”
Offensively, Thompson feels that this
team may be one of his best ever,
barring injury. “We might have one of
the best shooting teams that we've

HOYA Sports Shorts

knows

take [doing] other things into consideration. I just ask them to do the
best that they can. If we do the best

worried about losing a freshman. I
think that what Gene and Freddy

Kevin Ciotta

Thompson

Because

a lot. That's why I carry it. People

like it. If it’s not a challenge then I'd

to Michael, but I think that teams
adjust. We'll miss Gene and Freddy
just as much. I worry about losing
those seniors far more than I've ever

The swim team will sponsor a 24-

Br

the coach

“I certainly think that there will be
some things that we’ll miss in relation

Photo by

THOMPSON:

team must fight for the national championship again this season. “I feel very
strongly about the things I believe in,”

co-captains Gene Smith and Fred
Brown, along with Sophomore Michael
Graham due to academic difficulties.

“If we do the best that we can,” Thompson said, “| hope that will be enough.”

John

Why do you carry a towel

over your shoulder at every game?

think Patrick fights with all the time.”

have not been able to play defense.”
On defense, the Hoyas will miss the

———

HOYA:

Thompson Won't Change in1 Quest to Repeat

ETS,

A

a

de®:

£m

en

aR

Sports

Warranty** of 3 years/36,000 miles.
*Mfr’s. suggested retail price at PO.E. Actual prices may vary. Destn. chrgs., taxes, dealer
prep., if any, optl. equip. and license fees are extra.
**Warranty applies only to U.S. specification automobiles purchased from authorized U.S.
Alfa Romeo dealers.

fer Rorreco

ROSANOVA

ALFA

EXCLUSIVE
SALES * SERVICE * PARTS

4107 Baltimore Avenue
Bladensburg, MD

(301) 779-6616

Invites

All seniors and juniors majoring in:
ACCOUNTING
ECONOMICS
MANAGEMENT

To an Information Session on career

opportunities with our company.
Full time and summer positions
available.
Monday, October 29 — 7 PM
206 White Gravenor

A
ak
»
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X-Country Men 3rd; Injured Women 4th
by Joe Di Leo
HOYA

“For

the

Sports Editor

second

consecutive

year,

Senior All-American Kevin King captured second place in the conference
as the men’s cross country team finished third overall behind second place
Boston College and league champ

Providence in the 1984 Big East Championship at B.C. on Saturday, October
20th.

Sophomore Suzanne Redden puts the ball in play during a 3-0 shutout of
Towson State. In the victory, Junior Leslie Sklar netted two goals.

‘Field Hockey Surges
HOYA

Assistant

Sports

Editor

The women’s field hockey team,
after getting off to an excellent start,
entered the toughest part of its schedule last week, as they faced three Division I teams in a six-day period.
The squad began the stretch with a
2-1 double overtime victory over American University. Junior Leslie Sklar
scored the winning goal for the Lady

Hoyas, who hadn’t beaten the Eagles
in years.
On Saturday, the team faced a tough

St. Joseph's squad, and fell 2-0. Tuesday the team capped off the week with
a 3-0 victory over Towson State University.
The

difference

between

this year’s

team, now 9-2-2, and the squads of the
past two seasons, which won nine
games each, is displayed in this team’s
performance against Division I opponents. American, for example, trounced
Georgetown 8-0 three years ago, 6-0
two years ago, and tied the Lady Hoyas

last year.

“Even while the loss
looks bad on the record,
we looked good.”

|

— Senior Co-Captain
Laura Carmody

“We've gradually added a few Divi-

sion I teams,” commented Head Coach
Sandie Inglis, now in her second year,
when talking about the schedule. She
feels the team has responded to the
challenge of the tougher opponents.
“When we've played the better level of
competition, we play hockey I feel
[the players] are capable of.”
The St. Joseph's defeat was an example of this. “We played one of our
best games today,” said senior cocaptain Laura Carmody. “Even while
the loss looks bad on the record, we
"looked good.”
Offensively, the team’s balanced
attack ths year has been led by sopho-

more

Marianne

Sullivan, who

has 8

goals, and Leslie Sklar, who has 7.
Defensively, junior goalie Mary Alyss

All-American

Frank

the five-

mile run at Franklin Park in sixth place,

garnered All-Big East honors
second year in a row as well.

for the

“I was pleased with the perform-

ance

of King,

McConville,

and

[Jim]

Gregorek [15th place],” Head Coach

Heeg recorded five consecutive shutouts at one point in the year. Heeg was
injured for the year in a game against

by Dennis Roche

Senior

McConville, who completed

Maryland, but freshman Laura Clauson
has stepped in and done a fine job.
Like many Hoya teams, field hockey

Frank
Gagliano
remarked.
“Chris
Coddu [26th] ran a great race and I
wish the whole team had his determination.”

“Unfortunately

several

people

we

were counting on didn’t come through,

scholarships.

Nevertheless,

head coach alternates between two
quarterbacks every series, neither of
whom can even complete 50% of his
passes, while a former number one
draft choice with a rifle arm and
preseason stats of 17 completions in 21
attempts rides the bench.
Imagine that same team possessing
five excellent running backs, including

one superstar with a Heisman Trophy

wise,”

said

Carmody,

“I

think

Sports Editor

Just two weeks ago, the powerful
Detroit Tigers “roared” past the hapless San Diego Padres in the World
Series to end the 1984 major league
baseball season. Now, all that remains
until next year for diehard fans of
our national pastime are memories
of this Series, and of World Series
© past.

sidelined

Senior

round

to

the

eventual

number

singles champion,

Kathy

of Boston

Federici

College.

mostly

consolation.

Federici

and

Freshman

by Paul Gallant

hard to be close on the field, knowing
each other and our abilities,” added

HOY A Staff Writer

“Meg Galligen was with us [as coach]
our first two years, and she started the

Kehoe

ber two singles, teamed to win the AFlight doubles consolation. Sophomore
Margaret Foley won the C-Flight
singles consolation. With their sixth

Photo by Shery Cornelius

The soccer team defeated
Mount St. Mary’s 1-0 last Satur-

as evidence of such a trend.

Paddock

of Georgetown.

The

Hoyas haven’t lost to a Division
squad yet this year.

III

the same position as the first, right?
Sunday night this team, the New
Orleans Aints, coached by one Dum
Phillips, played “America’s Team” in
what had to be the most interesting
matchup so far this year in the NFL.
The Dallas Cowboys, you see, have
a quarterback dilemma of their own.
All they did this year was bench the
number three rated passer in NFL history in favor of a youngster who had
never started a regular season game.
That makes about as much sense as

in a game

a dozen

Senior

midfielder

scored

Philippe

the lone goal

late in the first half.

Georgetown outshot Mount St.
Mary's 13-4 with goalkeeper Jeff
Bradley recording his fourth
shutout.
This is the soccer teams first

victory since their 2-0 shutout of
Johns Hopkin's on September
22nd.

10. How many umpires work a World

Questions

Answers

‘1. Why were eight players banned
from baseball after the 1919 World
Series?
2. Which former Yankee hit safely in
17 consecutive World Series games?
3. Who pitched the only perfect

1. The ‘Black
game-fixing
2. Hank Bauer
3. Don Larson

Sox’

scandal

4. Yogi Berra

World Series game?

5. Yogi Berra
6. The Yankees

4. Name
peared in
5. Name
record for

8. Don Clendennon
9. Bruce Kison (3) in 1971

7. The Yankees
10. Six

over

for the

scoreboard,

and

the

soft

drink

succumbing

to

Johns

as the final score might

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

Anyway, Sunday's game lived up to

its promise: it made no sense whatsoever. The Saints absolutely dominated
the first three quarters, building up a
21 point lead, despite the fact that QB

number one, Richard Todd, stunk up
the field, completing

only five of six-

teen passes and throwing one interception. Also, running back number three,
Hokie Gajan (you've heard of Hokie,
right?) outshone Heisman winners

“... good 'ole Dum tried
to sit on the ball. Of
course, it popped.

Meanwhile, Cowboy quarterback
pretender Gary Hogeboom was decidedly mediocre, especially when he
threw a ball directly to an Aint for a

gift touchdown.
So the last quarter came, both starting quarterbacks got hurt, and good
‘ole Dum tried to sit on the ball. Of
course, it popped. Kenny “the Geezer”
Stabler

threw

two

first half we ran the ball almost at
will.” He added that, “The two big

turnovers that led to two touchdowns
really killed us.”
Glacken’s optimism probably stems

from the fact that the course of the
game was determined by the one thing
that game plans don’t take into account: turnovers. As Glacken ex-

plained, “We had them well scouted
and we made up a solid game plan.
But we couldn’t overcome the turnovers.”
Tomorrow’s game against Catholic
University at home continues a rivalry

had in a while and we're in for another
tough game. As for a carryover from

George Rogers and Earl Campbell by

batters hit by a pitcher in one World
Series game?

and plans to install

that has been developing through the
years.
“This is the best team Catholic has

dashing 62 yards for a score.

hits.
6. Which team has appeared in the
most World Series contests?
7. Which team has won the most
World Series?
8. Which New York Met won the
MVP Award for the 1969 World
Series?
9. Who holds the record for most

scoreboard

baseball diamond

~ “Each game is a new challenge,” Coach Scotty Glacken admitted, “and
at the game films, we.
we'll just climb back in there and do our best.”
- actually played good defense. In the

day.

a competition the team seems to have

ed an electronic

indicate.
“In looking

talent level of the incoming freshmen,
due in part to an increase in recruiting,

outgrown. “We're the strongest team
in there,” says Inglis. The tourney
consists of all Division III squads, with

Field,

as pathetic

seem capable of continuing the team’s

Success doesn’t come without prob-

kk

Athletic Department has acquir-

it, the Hoyas’ performance was hardly

The younger players in the program

lems. Next week the team takes part in
the Washington College Tournament,

k

Hopkins by a 42-0 count. To hear
Head Coach Scotty Glacken explain

program on its way,” said Carmody.
“Then Sandie came in and started to
increase the level of competition. But
the enthusiasm was there.”

every play

* * kk

The basketball team rescheduled its
Saturday, March 2nd home game
against Syracuse for Sunday, March
3rd at 1:00 pm to accommodate NBC
television.

The football team lost its homecoming game last week before 2,500 at

Carmody.

bach

noted.

Rickard, who took third place in num-

Collapse
Continues

to the

rise. “The younger players will be able
to carry it on,” said Inglis. Carmody
and Siedman cited an increase in the

the rugby team’s first victory,

“a real group effort.” The A squad
defeated American 18-9 by, “dominating the scrums and holding possession of the ball 95% of the time,” Oslar

Gridder

has played for four years. “We work

exception

Penny

New volunteer coach Cameron Oslar
termed

the

players and Sandie as a coach,” says
senior co-captain Robin Siedman, who

the

her

¥

board will 20 to 30 feet long and will

the program.
“I think our program has progressed,

it's due

won

remaining matches to take the A-Flight

kk

show innings, hits, runs, and errors.
The Coca-Cola Company donated

is attributable to the enthusiasm and
dedication of the people involved in
I think

Molumphy

*

it in time for the Spring season. The

squad playing primarily Division III
teams three years ago to a squad giving
Dvision I schools a run for their money

but

one

forthy, the men’s varsity lightweight
boat crossed the finish line 15th.

* kk

The rise of field hockey from a .500

Series game?

the player who has ap75 World Series games.
the player who holds the
most lifetime World Series

foot

as Syracuse took the Big East champi-

onship with 64 points in Syracuse,
New York last weekend. Sophomore
Kathy Federici, in a rematch of last
year’s finals, lost 6-1, 7-5 in the first

The

players we're just as good.” She did
note, however, the need for additional
money for travel and equipment.

HOYA World Series Quiz
HOYA

reinjured

k

as

years ago.

by Joe DiLeo

A

Denise Doherty, All-District as a fresh-

The women’s tennis team, scoring
only 20 points, dropped to sixth place

of the Charles in Boston over Homecoming weekend. The women’s boat,
fifth out of a field of forty, medaled in
a varsity eight race. In another field of

* k kk

“I feel we can be competitive without

Heisman

plays

injury.

Men's and women’s crew faced both

still winds and competition at the Head

[scholarships],” said Inglis. “Our record
has been about .500” against Division I
teams this year, she added.
“It’s not a disadvantage for us skill-

when the Cowboys alternated quarterbacks Craig Morton and Roger Stau-

winner who

defending Big East champion and meet
record holder, from competing. Number two runner Junior Ann Begley, AllBig East as a freshman, hurt her foot
at practice two days before the meet.
Begley sat out all of last season with an

* ok ok ok ok

II

coach and players feel that the team
can maintain a top-quality program.

to his credit. Of course it is totally
logical for that team to trade next
year’s first choice for another superstar

Trophy

championship meet. “It would have
been nice to finish in third place again
this year, but considering all our injuries we didn’t do too badly,” Coach
Pan Fanaritis explained.
The women ran without three of
their top six runners. Illness prevented
Senior All-American Suzanne Girard,

place finish, these matches did} not
“console” Coach Kathy Kemper.
|

both

Will Aints Try Wishbone Offense?
ball.
Imagine a pro football team whose

be healthy by the Eastern/District
meet,” Coach Fanaritis stated.

is classified Division I, yet is allowed

no

Quin Hillyer
Here's one for you students of foot-

The injury-plagued women’s team,
meanwhile, managed a fourth place
finish behind St. John’s, Boston College, and Villanova in their league

running with a heavily taped sprained
ankle, led the Georgetown women with
her 19th place finish. “Hopefully we'll

interceptions,

and

fumbled a ball into the end zone to
give Dallas a touchdown. Meanwhile,
Danny White completed 15 of 25
passes to live up to his statistical record, and the Cowboys won in overtime
while the great Earl Campbell sat like
so much excess baggage on the Aints
bench, along with future superstar

quarterback Dave Wilson.
So the question for today’s class is:
how does a team best use two quarterbacks who can’t throw straight and six
good running backs, including two
Heisman Trophy winners who can’t
block for each other or catch passes?

The answer? Use the wishbone.
Seriously, think about it.

last week’s game, I don’t think it will
happen. Each game is a new challenge,
and we'll just climb back in there and
do our best.”

Hoya Quarterback Tom Keating scrambles in a 1937 game against
the Manhattan College Jaspers.

Albert E. Cotter

Boston College-19, Georgetown-18
Editor's Note: This story, originally published in The
Hilltop 1966, reprinted with permission of the Georgetown University Library.
The late Grantland Rice, one of this country’s foremost
sports writers, called it “the greatest game in the 40 years
of gridiron history.” It was played over 25 years ago on a
dank, murky.November 1940 day in Boston. Two football
giants locked horns on the slick grass of Fenway Park.

Those fortunate enough to be among the 40,000 who
jammed every inch of the stadium will never forget that
game.
Tension before the opening kickoff was thick enough
to eat. Boston College was undefeated. Coached by
Frank Leahy and led by a masterful quarterback named
Charley O'Rourke, the Beantown eleven’s sights were set
on the Sugar Bowl.

For the Hoyas it was the climax of three years without
a defeat. Ranked ninth in the nation, Georgetown had
climbed back to the heights reached under the late Lou
Little. There were a few sports experts who still doubted
the true worth of this Georgetown team, so all the
marbles were riding on this one.
Their colors raised high, most of the loyal followers
who started with this team when they were freshmen
made the trip by special train. Arriving on Friday evening
complete with band, the contingent soon took over
Copley Square.

A few hours before the game Coach Jack Hagerty
called me into his hotel suite and handed me a ticket to
the press box. It was a real break. The Georgetown
student section was at field-box level behind the goal
posts, and the mounted Boston Police selected that spot

to graze their horses for a good part of the afternoon.
With the teams matched so evenly, breaks would spell

the difference. So went the pregame evaluation, and this
proved to be correct.
In the first five minutes, with Jim Castiglia carrying the
formidable forward wall of the Eagles on his back,
Georgetown roared into a 10-point lead.
But fortune was to smile on Boston College. Her first
grin came when a pass from Lou Montgomery was nearly
blocked by a Georgetown defender and fluttered into the

waiting hands of an unintended receiver near the goal
line. The Eagles, with O'Rourke

in the van, punched

it

over.
Early in the second half, Boston College rolled to the
goal line. A determined Georgetown defense hurled
them back to the 13-yard line. O'Rourke dropped back to
pass. An official some 40 yards from the play called
interference on a Hoya defender in the end zone. That
was the break spelling the difference.
Georgetown threw its attack into high gear and went
70 yards to climax a drive with mystifying double reverse.
Boston College fought back and O’Reurke tossed a

touchdown pass to close the wall around a Georgetown
defeat.

It was sealed late in the game

when

~~

by Jim Caulfield

man. Number three runner Kris Kost,

O'Rourke,

stalling for time, ran back and forth in the end zone until
tackled for a safety.
Words could not capture that game 25 years ago.
When the Hoyas of this vintage gather, the conversation
without fail turns to the team of 1940 and the fateful
day in Boston.
Grantland Rice called it “the greatest,” and must have
been excited, because he walked out of the press box
forgetting his typewriter.
Perhaps Georgetown will one day return seriously to
football. Once again the Blue and Gray may fly at the top
of the gridiron pole. But to the Class of 1941, there will

never be another team to compete with that one.

—e———__

Photo

hence our third place finish,” Coach
Gagliano added. “I still feel we can be
a force at the IC4A-District II meet,”
on November 10th.

